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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a class of crystalline hybrid materials, have been studied for a variety of applications ranging from gas sorption to photocatalysis. While the topic of most MOF research focuses on the application of the material, it is important to first understand the structure-function relationship. The adsorption-based functionalities of porous metal-organic framework (MOF) materials that lead to applications such as catalysis and gas separation rely on specific host–guest interactions often involving open metal sites within the nodes of the framework. These interactions are difficult to probe on the molecular level and consequently poorly understood. Spectroscopic methods provide the necessary molecular level information on local metal
coordination and electronic structure. In this thesis, steady-state and time resolved optical, x-ray, and vibrational spectroscopic methods are all used to gain molecular level insight, and sometimes a conjunction of techniques are needed to provide a comprehensive answer. Namely, valence-to-core X-ray emission spectroscopy has proven to be exceptionally sensitive to ligand identity, however, for a complete understanding of ligand identity and the nature of the interaction within a given framework, results were complimented with other spectroscopic methods such as Raman spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Additionally, element specific techniques like X-ray spectroscopic methods, specifically X-ray transient absorption spectroscopy offer element specific excited state information that eludes assignment via convention methods. A brief summary of each chapter is provided below.

Chapter 1 Introduces relevant background information for research topics in this thesis. The overview begins with an introduction to metal-organic frameworks and their host-guest interactions, followed by an introduction to photoactivity in MOFs. Finally, the chapter ends with a summary of spectroscopic techniques used in this thesis, such as Raman spectroscopy, X-ray emission spectroscopy, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, Optical transient absorption spectroscopy, and X-ray transient absorption spectroscopy.

Chapter 2 A series of trinuclear iron μ3-oxo-based MOFs were investigated under different metal-coordinating guest environments (water, pyridine, propylene, and guest-free) using a multipronged spectroscopy approach, including valence-to-core X-ray emission spectroscopy (vtc-XES) along with conventional XAS and vibrational
spectroscopy, in an effort to characterize their local metal site coordination environments, including ligand identity. Closely related iron \( \mu_3 \)-oxo reference complexes with known coordination are characterized as well for comparison to evaluate the ligand diagnostic nature of the combined spectroscopy approach. Density functional theory calculations aid the vtc-XES band assignments and provide insights into the molecular orbital parentage of the vtc transitions. This series of MOFs and complexes illustrates the advantages and limitations of using this combination of complementary techniques for distinguishing subtle differences in framework metal node coordination environments.

**Chapter 3** The long-lived excited state of a MOF with such vague optical properties, MIL-100(Fe), composed of \( \text{Fe}_3 \)-\( \mu_3 \)-oxo clusters and trimesic acid linkers, was investigated using Fe K-edge X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopy to unambiguously determine its ligand-to-metal charge-transfer character. Spectra confirm the long-lived nature of the charge-separated excited state. Several trinuclear iron \( \mu_3 \)-oxo carboxylate complexes, which model the trinuclear cores of the MOF structure, are measured for comparison using both steady-state X-ray absorption spectroscopy and XTA to further support this assignment and corresponding decay time. The MOF is prepared as a colloidal nanoparticle suspension for these measurements, so both its fabrication and particle size analysis are presented as well.

**Chapter 4** The development of a synthetic procedure for MIL-125-NH\(_2\) doped with different transition metals is discussed. The corresponding characterization of the doped MOFs using X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, and UV/VIS
Diffuse Reflectance provide structural insight including the geometry, coordination environment, and oxidation state of the heterometal.

**Chapter 5** A new Fe-doped MOF is characterized using extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and XRD. The impact of the Fe-dopant on the ligand-to-cluster charge transfer (LCCT) in metal-organic framework MIL-125-NH$_2$ was examined using time resolved spectroscopic methods. While optical transient absorption spectroscopy reveals a long-lived excited state of the doped MOF compared to the undoped MOF, the assignment of the species was ambiguous. Therefore, Fe K-edge XTA revealed a transient Fe(II) species upon excitation into the LCCT. The long-lived participation of the Fe center on the excited state confirmed that the Fe dopant acts as a trap site, preventing charge recombination.
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ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>Activated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>As Synthesized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDC</td>
<td>1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDC-NH₂</td>
<td>2-aminobenzenedicarboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTMAB</td>
<td>Cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUS</td>
<td>Coordinatively Unsaturated Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>Density Functional Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>Dynamic Light Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Diffuse Reflectance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAFS</td>
<td>Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full Width Half Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOCO</td>
<td>Highest Occupied Crystal Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMO</td>
<td>Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

xii
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCCT</td>
<td>Ligand-to-cluster charge transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMCT</td>
<td>Ligand-to-metal charge transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU CO</td>
<td>Lowest Unoccupied Crystal Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMO</td>
<td>Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>Materials Institute Lavoisier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF</td>
<td>Metal-Organic Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Oleylamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTA</td>
<td>Optical Transient Absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop</td>
<td>Propylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PXRD</td>
<td>Powder X-Ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Py</td>
<td>Pyridine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBU</td>
<td>Secondary Building Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SXRD</td>
<td>Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDDFT</td>
<td>Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thermogravimetric Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV-vis</td>
<td>Ultraviolet-visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vtc-XES</td>
<td>Valence-to-Core X-Ray Emission Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XANES</td>
<td>X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAS</td>
<td>X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XES</td>
<td>X-ray Emission Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTA</td>
<td>X-Ray Transient Absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF</td>
<td>Zeolitic imidazolate framework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of materials that are permanently porous and crystalline in nature. Due to the tunability and variety of their structure, they have a variety of applications, ranging from gas adsorption, (photo-)catalysis, gas storage, and gas separation. However, for intelligent application of these materials, a strong fundamental understanding of the structure-function relationship of MOFs is needed. This thesis focuses on two main functions of MOFs, guest molecule adsorption at a thermally generated open metal site and visible light photoactivity. In Chapter 2, the ability to spectroscopically detect different guest species within a trinuclear Fe(III) \( \mu_3 \)-oxo-based MOF is explored using valence-to-core X-ray emission and other complementary spectroscopy methods. Chapter 3 investigates the photoactivity of this framework and elucidates the nature of its exceptionally long excited state lifetime compared to an isolated reference complex. Chapter 4 introduces the synthesis and the characterization of a series of transition metal doped Ti-oxo cluster-based MOFs. Last, Chapter 5 presents a deeper investigation of the Fe-doped version of this MOF by revealing the nature and kinetics of the excited state using X-ray transient absorption spectroscopy (XTA) and the role of the Fe dopant in extending the excited state lifetime is explored.

1.1 Metal-Organic Frameworks

1.1.1 MOF Applications

Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are porous hybrid materials composed of self-assembled metal ions or clusters connected through coordination bonds with organic or organometallic linkers.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\) As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the ordered arrangement of these
components is dictated by the solvothermal synthetic conditions and the identity, stoichiometry and functionalization of the organic linkers. After framework formation, crystallinity is retained upon solvent removal, typically through a mild thermal activation step. This hallmark of MOF materials renders the porous architectures accessible to other potential guest species during subsequent treatment. Unlike zeolites, whose framework structures are limited by metal coordination geometries and small ambidentate linker ions, MOFs offer a large variety of microporous architectures through the choice and functionalization of the organic linkers. Moreover, some frameworks are amenable to post-synthetic modification as another handle to further alter the node or linker sites. The resulting diversity in chemical makeup and tunable pore size and shape of MOFs can be exploited for potential adsorption-based applications such as gas separation and storage,\textsuperscript{6-13} heterogeneous catalysis\textsuperscript{14-16} and photocatalysis,\textsuperscript{17-19} electrochemical- and optical-based sensing\textsuperscript{20-25} and others.\textsuperscript{3-4, 26-28}

Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of construction, activation (solvent removal), and subsequent guest introduction to a MOF. Terephthalic acid linker example shown.

A MOF’s ability to selective adsorb guest species can be influenced by various mechanisms. Specifically, guest species can be adsorbed through an empty pore, an unoccupied metal site, or through interactions with the linker. Selective uptake of species through an activated, or evacuated pore, mainly occurs due to a kinetic or size and shape
limited mechanism. The molecular sieving effect arises when molecules of a certain size and shape enter the pores of the MOF, whereas other species of different size and shape are prohibited. The molecular sieving effect can be achieved by controlling pore size, typically by modification of the steric hindrance or length of the linker. Kinetic separation, different from the molecular sieving effect, is based on limiting pore interpenetration by diffusion. The rate of diffusion depends greatly on the size and shape properties of the adsorbate and the pore size of the MOF. However, one of the most widely studied methods of guest incorporation within a framework occurs directly at the metal site. Stable and rigid metal-organic frameworks can generate coordinatively unsaturated sites (CUS) removal of labile terminally bound solvent molecules by vacuum assisted heating, also known as activation. Typically, the CUS is located at the metal node, but there has been some instances of incorporating unsaturated metal sites at the linker.

Another ubiquitous application of MOFs is for their photocatalytic activity. The use of MOFs for photoactive applications was inspired by the disadvantages faced by conventional photoactive inorganic semiconductors. Photocatalysis is an ever-growing field of research, fueled by the world’s need for greener and more sustainable sources of energy. The term photocatalysis, in the field of semiconductors, refers to the acceleration of a chemical reaction as a result of photocatalyst absorbing light with the appropriate energy to overcome the band gap between the conduction and valence band. Ultimately, this process results in photo-inducing the separation of an electron and hole. The use of semiconductor oxides as photocatalysts can be traced by to the twentieth century, however, the true origination is still unknown. One notable experiment was conducted by
Fujishima and Honda, photoelectrolyzing water with a TiO$_2$ anode against a platinum cathode$^{31-33}$. These early findings sparked the cutting-edge research of the use of semiconductors for photocatalysis.

Of the studied semiconductor-based photocatalysts, TiO$_2$ was the most promising due to its low toxicity, stability, and relatively high quantum yield upon charge separation$^{34}$. However, despite the many documented uses of TiO$_2$ as a photocatalyst$^{35}$, the semiconductor suffers from a few limitations. One of the most detrimental disadvantages for implementation is its large band gap, which is approximately 3.2 eV for anatase TiO$_2$. This limits the application of TiO$_2$ wavelengths less than 400 nm, therefore absorbing only about 5% of natural light$^{36}$. This realization has shifted the focus of the research in the past decade to modifying TiO$_2$ to absorb more visible light. To improve the photocatalytic activity, several approaches have been researched, some of the most notable are doping with metals or non-metals or dye sensitization$^{36}$.

![Figure 1.2 Structures of four representative zeolites; faujasite or zeolites X, Y; zeolite ZSM-12; zeolite ZSM-5 or silicalite-1; zeolite Theta-1 or ZSM-22$^{37}$](image)

Parallel to TiO$_2$ research, porous solid-state materials have gained attention for their potential application as photocatalysts. Increasing the dimensionality from 2D to 3D of
the photocatalyst allowed for confinement of the intermediate within the pores, therefore, zeolites were some of the first 3D, porous materials to be investigated for their application as potential photocatalysts. Shown in Figure 1.3, zeolites are aluminosilicates with a porous, three-dimensional structure. Due to the elemental composition of zeolites, they are invisible to UV and visible light. However, incorporation of chromophores inside their pores allows photochemical reactions to take place in a confined manner.

While zeolites presented an improvement over molecular-based photocatalysts, there still was a need for a more photo-responsive material. Therefore, application of MOFs as photocatalysts were a logical next progression of research in implementing porous, 3D materials for photocatalysis. Unlike zeolites, MOFs have more versatility in the choice of linker and metal node making these materials capable of absorbing UV and visible light. In MOFs, the most common linkers are aromatic carboxylates which serve as the antenna for absorbing photons. A charge-separated state can be induced by linker excitation, generating a charge transfer between the linker and metal cluster, known as a linker-to-cluster charge transfer (LCCT). One ongoing debated topic has been whether MOFs can be labeled as semiconductors or insulators. Inorganic semiconductors are typically characterized as having delocalized orbitals, allowing for a band-like treatment of their orbitals. In the literature, the photo-conductivity of MOFs has not been regularly reported or reported with poor mobilities, compared to conjugated polymers which typically have a charge mobility on the order of $10^{-3} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ V}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}$ or higher. Due to the fact the clusters and linkers are too far apart to allow for electron hopping, and the
spacing between linkers is too great for efficient orbital overlap, MOFs can be widely
categorized as insulators\textsuperscript{40}.

Despite MOFs being classified as insulators, the optical responsiveness can be tuned
by modification at the linker or metal node sites. It is highly desirable to have organic
linkers that absorb in the visible region because one targeted electronic transition for
photocatalytic materials is the ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT). Additionally, the
porous nature of MOFs make them ideal photocatalysts. Just as the metal nodes and
linkers can serve as photocatalytic sites, the pores can be another center of photoredox
activity. A guest species of a specific size can be encapsulated into the pores of the MOF
and due to the proximity of the substrate and MOF surface, energy and electron transfer
can occur\textsuperscript{41}. Therefore, unlike traditional (nonporous) semiconductor photocatalysts,
MOFs do not have the requirement of long-range charge mobility due to ability to
facilitate a close range photocatalyst-substrate interaction. Additionally, the size
requirement of the substrate, in order to fit inside the pore, also creates a size-selectivity
of the MOF photocatalyst.

\textbf{1.2 MOF Characterization: Conventional Techniques}

Conventional MOF characterization techniques probe bulk properties, such as
average particle size, surface area, pore size, and long range order. Specifically, long-
range order is typically measured using X-ray diffraction (XRD), either by single crystal
XRD (SXRD) or powder XRD (PXRD). Of the diffraction techniques, SXRD is the most
informative for MOFs. Structure refinement can provide a wealth of knowledge, such as
structure identification, determination of unit cell, crystallinity, and even presence and
loss of guest species within the MOF.\textsuperscript{42-44} However, SXRD is not always possible
because preparing quality single crystals can be incredibly difficult to prepare in some instances. Even more challenging is obtaining a single crystal after thermal or guest treatment of the MOF because treatment may affect the overall crystallinity of the sample. As a result, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) is a viable alternative to SXRD when only microcrystalline powder materials are available. PXRD can provide similar structural information on the long range order and phase of a MOF.45

The thermal stability of a MOF can be assessed using a technique known as Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). A thermogravimetric analyzer, or the instrument in which TGA is conducted on, measures the mass of the sample as the temperature is increased as a function of time. For MOF samples, this method can provide valuable information about the stability of the framework, as well as, changes in mass due to loss of guest or solvent molecules.46 The loss of mass can therefore be correlated to the porosity of the MOF. This serves as a complimentary method to gas isotherm, in which the volume of gas uptake in an activated, or evacuated MOF, is recorded as a function of gas pressure. The accessible pore volume and surface area of the activated MOF, can then be calculated.43

1.3 Steady-State Electronically and Structurally Sensitive Spectroscopy Techniques

The above techniques provide information on MOF long range order and porosity, however, these methods do not provide local molecular level coordination or electronic structure information. Spectroscopy methods, on the other hand can provide this level of detail. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy, methods for example, involving the direct transition between vibrational energy levels induced by the absorption of infrared light, can give qualitative insight on dipole allowed vibrational modes within a MOF. IR spectroscopy is
ubiquitous as a general characterization method for molecules and materials. The observation of distinctive mode frequencies is often used to identify the presence of certain functional groups, however, due to congested spectra and subtle shifts observed between similarly coordinating atoms, this method is not useful for applications such as unambiguous guest species identification.

Solid state NMR can be useful and has been used for some MOF materials. However, it is incompatible with many systems due to the presence of paramagnetic cores. Given this, many other techniques have been proven to be structurally and electronically sensitive to changes in the MOF environment due to guest introduction, such as Raman spectroscopy, X-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy, and UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectroscopy.

1.3.1 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy involves detection of photons that are inelastically scattered by the sample upon irradiation with single frequency laser light whose energy is typically much higher than that of a direct vibrational transition (usually in the visible to NIR energy range). Vibrational modes that produce a change in polarizability of the molecule or material are Raman active. Raman scattering intensity, \( I_R \), is directly proportional to the square of the induced dipole moment, \( \mu_{\text{ind}} \), which in turn depends on both the perturbing electric field strength, \( E \) and the polarizability, \( \alpha \) associated with a given vibration. This overall governing relationship can be expressed by the follow equations

\[
\mu_{\text{ind}} = \alpha E \quad (1)
\]

\[
I_R^{1/2} \propto |\alpha|_{\nu,\nu'} \equiv \langle \nu'|\alpha|\nu \rangle \propto \left( \frac{\delta \alpha}{\delta Q} \right)_0 \quad (2)
\]
where \([\alpha]_{\nu, \mu}\) is the polarization transition moment and \((\delta\alpha/\delta Q)_0\) represents the change in polarizability due to vibrational mode, \(Q\). The ability to collect high resolution vibrational spectra that extend into the low frequency range is an advantage over traditional FTIR spectroscopy for some systems. Raman spectroscopy is especially useful for the study of metal containing materials due to the facile screening of lower frequency modes, such as metal-ligand stretches, that are sensitive to local metal coordination environment. Linker-localized mode changes can reveal participation of the organic ligand under various host-guest environments and low frequency lattice vibrations can help establish the role of MOF flexibility. Moreover, when the energy of excitation is closely matched with that of either a surface plasmon band or an electronic transition within the material, vibrational modes can experience large intensity enhancements. These resonance effects can be exploited for purposes ranging from simple signal amplification for measurement of low concentration materials to deeper level electronic structure interrogations.

Raman spectroscopy has been applied to many MOF systems for characterization of host-guest interactions\(^{53-78}\). Since its early applications in exploring gas adsorption mechanisms in MOFs,\(^{79}\) Raman spectroscopy continues to provide in depth structural information on MOF materials and their derivatives under a range of host-guest conditions and external stimuli. These insights can be obtained through both ex situ and \textit{in situ} means and are often complemented by IR spectroscopy characterization.

This spectroscopic method has been proven to be a useful technique in MOF research. Specifically, its utility has been in identifying guest species within a framework, while also revealing structural implications due to the presence of the guest. Some of the early Raman spectroscopy studies involved interrogation of MOFs upon activation or
removal of labile solvent molecules within the pores occupying metal node coordination sites or bound through interaction with linker functionality.\textsuperscript{56, 67, 71} Gas adsorption processes, in particular those involving carbon dioxide, comprise an important application area for MOFs and have been explored extensively by Raman spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{55, 59-65, 68, 74, 77}

![Figure 1.3 Diagram of transitions probed in Raman and IR spectroscopy](image)

**Figure 1.3** Diagram of transitions probed in Raman and IR spectroscopy

### 1.3.2 UV-visible Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy

Optical electronic absorption spectroscopy probes ground to excited state valence electron transitions induced by the absorption of UV-visible-NIR light and therefore offers a direct means of probing the electronic energy levels and bonding characteristics of molecules and materials.\textsuperscript{80-81} Transition metal-based complexes and coordination polymers (including MOFs) typically absorb in a conveniently accessible optical energy
range. Moreover, an established theoretical framework based on ligand field interactions exists to interpret their spectra.

As is common for many solid state materials, diffuse reflectance (DR) methods are usually employed to measure ground state absorption spectra of MOF systems. In analogy to optical transmission methods, where the transmittance, or ratio of intensities of transmitted to incident light, is measured, DR involves the measurement of remittance, $R_\infty$, or the ratio of reflected to incident light. (the $\infty$ subscript here denotes effectively “infinite” sample thickness.) Plotting $\log(1/R_\infty)$ versus incident photon energy yields “apparent” absorption spectra. Like Beers’ law in transmission spectroscopy, the Kubulka-Munk function linearly relates concentration with the reflectance values of a diffusely reflecting sample:

$$F(R_\infty) = \frac{(1-R_\infty)^2}{2R_\infty} = \frac{2.303\varepsilon C}{S}$$

(3)

where $\varepsilon$ is the absorptivity, $C$ is the concentration and $S$ is two times the scattering coefficient. Since $S$ is not always known or easily measured and analyte concentration is difficult to define for extended solid state materials, DR spectra are usually expressed in terms of the remittance using so called Kubelka-Munk units $[(1 - R_\infty)^2/2R_\infty]$.

1.3.3 X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) involves monitoring specific core electron excitation processes. Each element has distinct ionization energies associated with the removal of the different core electrons, giving rise to characteristic absorption edges. The hard X-ray edges are typically divided into two main regions; the X-ray Absorption Near
Edge Structure (XANES) and the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) regions. The XANES region is characterized by a rising edge that shifts in energy due to screening effects that depend on the valence electrons and therefore provides information on the absorbing element’s oxidation state. Pre-edge features arising from formally dipole forbidden bound transitions reflect coordination geometry through their relative energy and intensities. The EXAFS region contains oscillating intensity features associated with the ejected core electron and its interaction with the surroundings, after having absorbed sufficient photon energy to overcome its ionization energy. The interference of the photoelectron with the electron density of the neighboring atoms leads to constructive or destructive interference depending on the incident photon energy. These oscillations can be interpreted to provide information on the type and distance of the nearest neighboring atoms in the immediate vicinity (typically < 4Å), which in turn can be used to understand the local structure of the absorbing atom.

The theoretical framework for this spectroscopy method is well established. The EXAFS oscillations well above the absorption edge, defined as $\chi(E)$, are extracted by removing the background and normalizing to the edge jump according to:

$$\chi(E) = \frac{\mu(E) - \mu_0(E)}{\Delta\mu_0(E)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $\mu(E)$ is the measured absorption coefficient, $\mu_0(E)$ is the smooth background function associated with adsorption by an isolated atom and $\Delta\mu_0(E)$ is the measured absorption edge jump. The X-ray energy of the photoelectron is usually converted to wavenumber, $k$ with units of 1/distance according to:
\[ k = \sqrt{\frac{2m_e(E - E_0)}{\hbar^2}} \] (6)

where \( m_e \) is the electron mass and \( E_0 \) is the absorption edge energy. The set of frequencies contributing to the oscillations in \( \chi(k) \) arise from the different neighboring coordination shells. These contributions can be described, parameterized and modeled according to the EXAFS equation:

\[
\chi(k) = \sum_j N_j f_j(k) e^{-2k^2\sigma_j^2} \frac{kR_j^2}{kR_j^2} \sin[2kR_j + \delta_j(k)]
\] (7)

where \( f_j(k) \) and \( \delta_j(k) \) are the scattering amplitude and phase shift, respectively, associated with neighboring atoms in shell \( j \), \( N_j \) is the degeneracy of the scattering path, \( R_j \) is the scattering distance, and \( \sigma_j^2 \) is its disorder. Like the other spectroscopic methods, XAS is compatible with both solid state sample formats and the introduction of various in situ sample environments. Data are collected in either a transmission mode setup using ion chamber detectors or total fluorescence yield using a range of X-ray fluorescence detectors depending on various factors such as absorbing element concentration.

The interpretation of both the XANES and EXAFS spectral regions allows the simultaneous evaluation of element specific metal oxidation state, coordination geometry and short range distance information about the absorbing atom. The method is also amenable to in situ measurements of solid state materials under a variety of gas or solution environments. These characteristics make XAS ideally suited for probing specific sites (e.g., metal sites at node or linker positions) within the frameworks. Unsurprisingly then, the use
of XAS techniques to characterize MOF materials and their response to external stimuli and host-guest environment has exploded over the last decade\textsuperscript{89-92}.

\textbf{Figure 1.4} The Mn K-edge XANES and EXAFS spectra. A: the X-ray absorption spectra showing the XANES and EXAFS regions of the spectrum. The energy levels are indicated at the top. B: Mn K-edge XANES and C: the $k$-space EXAFS spectrum. D: The Fourier transform of the $k$-space EXAFS data\textsuperscript{93}.

\subsection{1.3.4 X-Ray Emission Spectroscopy}

X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) measures the radiative process of filling the electron core hole, created through an X-ray absorption event, with a higher orbital electron. Like the X-ray absorption edges with which they are associated, X-ray emission lines are element specific. Furthermore, while XAS probes unfilled orbitals through core
electron transitions, XES provides information about the occupied orbitals of the absorbing element. The theoretical and experimental frameworks of XES methods are well established. This thesis focuses on third row transition metal K-edge emission lines. XES associated with these edges is also amenable to measuring solid state materials under a variety of gas or solution environments since hard X-rays (both exciting and emitted) are involved. Briefly, while Kα emission involves 2p→1s transitions, Kβ main line X-ray emission, which is typically separated by several hundred electron volts, is associated with the 3p→1s transition. For the latter, the exchange interaction between the 3p core hole and partially filled 3d orbitals in the final state results in two main features, Kβ₁,3 and Kβ’, which are sensitive to the number of unpaired electrons and therefore the spin and oxidation state of the absorbing metal. In general, a decrease in Kβ’ intensity and in energy splitting between the two features occurs with reduced spin at the metal. When the decay of valence orbital electrons (typically 3d mixed with 3p character) is involved, their participation in metal bonding interactions through ligand ns and np orbital mixing renders the resulting Kβ satellite features, denoted Kβ₂,₅ and Kβ’”, exceptionally sensitive to the coordinated ligand environment.

XES can be measured with either non-resonant or resonant X-rays used to generate the initial core hole. In “non-resonant” XES, the excitation X-ray energy used to induce the core electron transitions is well above the Fermi level and the resulting emission lines described above are independent of this incident photon energy. While still in the early stages of application to MOFs, several XES-based studies on these materials have recently been reported. One notable use of XES is for ligand identification, even for similar coordinating atoms. DeBeer, et. al. used vtc-XES in conjunction with DFT
calculations to identify coordinating atoms in iron complexes. Experimentally, two ferrous, high spin octahedrally coordinated complexes show significant differences in the $K\beta_{2.5}$ feature despite the coordination environments being very similar. Upon closer examination using DFT calculations to confirm the orbital parentage of the complexes, the authors were able to assign the underlying transitions that contribute intensity and shape of the $K\beta_{2.5}$ region$^{94}$. This highlighted the sensitivity of vtc-XES for ligand identification, even for like coordinating atoms.

**Figure 1.5** Fe Kβ-XES spectrum for $[\text{Fe(III)Cl}_4]^{1-}$. The box highlights the valence to core region of the spectrum. The energy level diagram shows the transitions involved in the $K\beta_{1.3}$ and vtc-XES regions.$^{93}$
1.4 Time-Resolved Electronically and Structurally Sensitive Spectroscopy

Techniques

1.4.1 Optical Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Optical transient absorption (OTA) spectroscopy techniques comprise a set of pump-probe methods used to gain information on excited state electronic structure and dynamics.\textsuperscript{95-97} In general, these methods entail promoting some fraction of the molecules or material being measured to an electronically excited state via an excitation (or pump) pulse followed by subsequent exposure to a relatively weak narrow or broadband probe pulse after some relative time delay, $\tau$. Depending on the target time range of the experiment, pulsed light sources for these measurements vary from flash lamps to femtosecond laser systems with repetition rates ranging from single shot to MHz. Detecting the transmitted probe in the presence and absence of the pump pulse is processed as a difference absorption signal ($\Delta A$). The different signal is generated at each time delay to produce a $\Delta A$ profile as a function of $\tau$ (for two color experiments), i.e. $\Delta A(\tau)$ or $\tau$ and wavelength $\lambda$, i.e., $\Delta A(\lambda,\tau)$, for broadband probe detection. The time resolution of this transient technique can range from sub-100fs to microseconds or longer and is primarily dictated by the pump and probe pulse durations. OTA can be collected via diffuse reflectance or transmission mode, with the latter being the more common format. In this case, for solid state materials such as MOFs, polymer matrices, liquid suspensions of nanoparticle samples or thin films are commonly used to minimize the contributions of elastic scattering to the signal.

Optical transient absorption spectroscopy has been used in the literature to investigate the nature of an excited state within a MOF. One study detected a long lived
photogenerated species within an Fe(III)-based MOF, MIL-88B. Monitoring the spectrum and the different kinetic traces indicated a long-lived ground state bleach assigned to a delayed charge recombination due to the trapping of holes upon excitation into the LMCT band. The authors were able to conclude that the presence of the long-lived species confirms that the metal clusters in the MOF are electronically connected to each other allowing for charge migration among them \(^9^8\).

Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of the optical transient absorption spectroscopy experiment and an energy level diagram depicting some of the common transitions probed.

1.5 X-Ray Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

For many photoactive MOF systems, it is often desirable to probe the transient changes in electronic structure and coordination environment of the metal sites following optical photo-excitation that commonly involves some charge transfer event. In many cases, where
OTA characterization is insufficient or inconclusive due to a lack of definitive spectral signatures, these changes can be probed by complementary synchrotron X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{99-100} As shown in Figure 1.9, this element specific technique involves synchronized laser-pump X-ray probe measurements to track excited-state geometric and electronic changes of metal-based systems in the picosecond to nanosecond time domain. Having become an important tool for investigating the photochemistry of several types of, primarily molecular, metal-based complexes,\textsuperscript{101-103} XTA has recently been applied to several MOF systems as well.\textsuperscript{104-107}

![Figure 1.7 XTA setup at Beamline 11ID-D, APS\textsuperscript{101}.](image)
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Chapter 2. Spectroscopic characterization of metal ligation in trinuclear iron-μ₃-oxo-based complexes and metal-organic frameworks

2.1 Introduction

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are hybrid solid state materials composed of metal-containing inorganic clusters connected by organic linker components. Their porous nature, ability to self-assemble, and versatile chemical composition and structure make them ideal for potential applications in gas separation, sensing, heterogeneous catalysis, and others.1-7 In many cases, open metal sites within the frameworks, first exposed by thermal removal of labile solvent molecules, provide the primary docking sites for the adsorption of guest molecules within the pores. Understanding the nature of these specific interactions and unambiguous identification of bound species is paramount to the future development and application of these materials for adsorption-based applications.

Characterization of MOF materials through spectroscopy can provide these much-needed molecular-level insights. Vibrational spectroscopy methods, namely, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, are commonly used to establish the presence and interaction of guest species with the host framework through the appearance of their characteristic mode frequencies.8-12 Moreover, changes in MOF-based vibrational modes upon activation and guest introduction can indicate how framework structures themselves are altered in the process.9,12-15 Interpreting these changes can be a challenge, particularly for MOF-localized modes that are difficult to assign. Even with unambiguous vibrational mode assignments, MOF host–guest interactions are best corroborated through characterization by other complementary structurally sensitive spectroscopy methods.
On account of its element specificity, hard X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) provides valuable electronic and neighboring atom information about the metal coordination sites and their potential changes under different guest environments. In addition to evaluating postsynthetic framework metalation by confirming metal coordination environments,16-22 this method has been used to probe changes in MOF metal site geometry, and oxidation state upon framework activation13, 23-25 and inclusion of guest species relevant to gas adsorption,8, 26-27 and catalysis.18, 28-30 Despite this broad application however, the method is relatively insensitive to neighboring atoms of similar atomic number and requires time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations that can be exceedingly difficult to perform for the multimetallic cluster or infinite chain node structures commonly found in MOF architectures. These two factors limit the utility of XAS alone and require supplemental characterization for more in-depth evaluation of MOF host/guest chemistry.

This chapter explores the use of X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) as a complementary method to XAS, for characterizing the local coordination environment of the metal sites in MOF materials under different host/guest conditions. While XAS probes unfilled orbitals accessed through core electron transitions, XES provides information about the occupied orbitals by monitoring core hole filling processes. When the decay process involves valence orbital electrons (with metal p in addition to d character), which participate most in metal bonding interactions through ligand ns and np orbital mixing, the resulting emission lines become exceptionally sensitive to electronic structure differences of the coordinated ligands. The ligand sensitivity of this valence-to-core (vtc) XES method has been recognized for some time.31-37 It has been used to study
a variety of systems, from transition metal-based coordination complexes with biological and chemical catalysis relevance\textsuperscript{36, 38-45} to enzymes\textsuperscript{46-48} to metal-substituted zeolites.\textsuperscript{49-52} Many of these studies have illustrated how DFT computational methods can be used to calculate vtc-XES with sufficient accuracy to provide meaningful transition assignments. This offers a substantial advantage over XAS modeling, which typically requires more complicated TDDFT calculations that can be inaccurate or difficult to interpret, particularly for multimetallic species.

Intriguing preliminary data were presented several years ago demonstrating the feasibility of using vtc-XES spectroscopy to characterize MOF materials.\textsuperscript{53} This chapter presents the first in depth nonresonant vtc-XES study of a MOF system and several key molecular model complexes to illustrate its sensitivity to guest species interactions at framework metal sites and therefore its complementarity with conventional XAS and vibrational spectroscopy characterization of this material. The iron(III)-based MOF, MIL100(Fe), composed of Fe$_3$-$\mu_3$-oxo clusters connected in a porous 3D network through trimesic acid linkers as illustrated in Figure 2.1, is chosen for this study because of its trinuclear metal-oxo nodal structure that is both ubiquitous across many types of MOF topologies\textsuperscript{54-58} and easily modeled by molecular Fe$_3$-$\mu_3$-oxo-based complexes. This well-characterized framework has been explored for applications that rely on the Lewis acidity of its open metal sites, such as catalysis\textsuperscript{59-62} and hydrocarbon gas separation.\textsuperscript{63-64} Here, following the removal of the initial solvent (water) guest environment through thermal activation, we introduce representative guest molecules (pyridine or propylene) into the framework to model the host–guest interactions behind these adsorption-based applications. These systems are then measured by both Fe K-edge XAS and Kβ XES,
along with vibrational spectroscopy methods, which further confirm the presence of guest species in the frameworks. This study demonstrates the utility and limitations of the combined spectroscopy approach for probing different metal ligand environments in MOF materials that would be typically difficult to distinguish by conventional XAS or vibrational characterization alone. Iron (III) benzoate reference complexes, which have known axial ligands, serve as molecular analogs for the trinuclear cores within the framework under guest treatment conditions. These complexes are measured as well to help establish the spectral trends associated with different ligand environments. The vtc-XES spectra are interpreted with the aid of DFT calculations that provide insight on the molecular orbital parentage of the transitions involved.

Figure 2.1 (Left) μ₃-oxo trinuclear iron core of reference complexes Fe₃OBz and Fe₃OBzPy. (Right) Hydrated MIL100(Fe) structure with highlighted trinuclear nodes depicting hydrated and activated MIL100(Fe)-Act forms and proposed structures upon treatment with pyridine, MIL100(Fe)-Py, or propylene, MIL100(Fe)-Prop, guest environments.

2.2 Experimental and Computational Methods

2.2.1 Materials and Synthesis
2.2.1.1 Materials

All solvents and starting materials, Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O, 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid, sodium hydroxide, FeCl₃·6H₂O, FeCl₂·4H₂O, and benzoic acid, were used without further purification, with the exception of pyridine (99%+), which was dried over molecular sieves prior to use. MIL100(Fe)⁵⁹ and the iron(III) benzoate (Fe₃OBz) and iron(III) benzoate pyridine (Fe₃OBzPy) reference complexes⁶⁵ were synthesized according to literature precedent. All solvents and starting materials, Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O, 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid, sodium hydroxide, FeCl₃·6H₂O, FeCl₂·4H₂O, and benzoic acid, were used without further purification, with the exception of pyridine (99%+), which was dried over molecular sieves prior to use.

2.2.1.2 Synthesis

MIL100(Fe)⁶² and the iron (III) benzoate (Fe₃OBz) and iron (III) benzoate pyridine (Fe₃OBzPy) reference complexes⁶⁵ were synthesized according to literature precedent. The treated MOF samples, activated MIL-100 and MIL-100 with pyridine, were prepared according to literature.⁶⁴ 100 mg of as synthesized (AS) MIL-100 was heated to 150°C under inert conditions on a Schlenk line for 12 hours. The sample was then transferred to a glove box. After drying over activated molecular sieves for 2 hours, pyridine was injected into a portion of activated MIL-100 under inert conditions and stirred overnight. The sample was isolated via vacuum filtration under ambient conditions.

2.2.2 Characterization
Powder XRD patterns were recorded using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE ECO Diffractometer. Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectra were collected for solid samples at room temperature using Nicolette 6700 FT-IR spectrometer. Each spectrum was recorded as an average of 64 scans.

2.2.3 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra were collected at room temperature with a triple monochromator and a 1340 × 100 pixel liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD detector (Princeton Instruments) using 420 nm laser excitation generated from the second harmonic of the fundamental output of a picosecond Ti:sapphire laser oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics) or 532 nm excitation from a single-frequency diode laser (Spectra-Physics), each with \( \sim 5 \text{ mW} \) power. For \textit{ex situ} measurements, samples were prepared in pellet form by mixing each complex or MOF sample with KNO₃ standard in a 4:1 mass ratio. \textit{In situ} Raman spectra were collected using a home-built controlled gas environment chamber. The chamber contains a rotating platform that allows sample spinning upon irradiation. A heater is located on the mounting surface of this spinning platform for controlling bulk sample temperature during the experiment. Samples were suspended in CCl₄ and deposited on a metal frit that is then attached to the spinning heater inside the environment chamber. The temperature of the deposited sample was monitored throughout the experiment by an IR temperature probe. To activate, the sample was heated in the chamber to 150 °C for 2 h under dynamic vacuum. Spectra were measured once the sample was exposed to ambient pressure dry nitrogen and cooled to room temperature. The nitrogen environment was exchanged with propylene gas for a minimum of 30 min before spectra were collected. The sample was then re-exposed to water vapor in the air by opening the chamber and
allowing the sample to equilibrate for 2 h before the spectrum was collected. All Raman data were collected on spinning samples to avoid laser damage by minimizing its residence time.

2.2.4 X-ray absorption spectroscopy

X-ray absorption data were collected at the Fe K-edge (7111.2 eV) in transmission mode at Beamline 6BM at NSLS II using a 3-pole wiggler source and an optical system composed of a paraboloid collimating mirror, Si(111) face monochromator, a toroidal focusing mirror, and a flat harmonic rejection mirror. The monochromatized beam was generated with a 2 × 1 mm spot size and a resolving power of $1.3 \times 10^{-4} \Delta E/E$. The incident ($I_0$), transmitted ($I_t$), and reference ($I_r$) beam intensities were all measured by 15 cm ionization chambers filled with 100% N$_2$ gas. Iron foil was used as the reference for energy calibration. For the reference complexes, a mixture of ∼15 mg sample was thoroughly ground with 150 mg of boron nitride, to achieve one absorption length. For the MOF samples, 30 mg of MOF sample and ∼150 mg of boron nitride were used for dilution. All data were collected at room temperature. Three spectra were collected, each with 20 min acquisition time, and averaged for each sample. To test sample stability with respect to X-ray damage, a minimum of three sequential fast X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) scans were first collected on the same spot of each sample, revealing negligible changes. Moreover, no evidence of X-ray damage was observed upon longer sample irradiation times associated with the full EXAFS data collection.

EXAFS data were processed and analyzed using the Demeter program package.$^{66}$ Fourier Transform spectra were obtained using $k^2$ weighting and a $\chi(k)$ range from 2 to 12
Å⁻¹ Fitting was performed in R space over the range of 1 to 3.5 Å using models derived from the reported crystal structures for Fe₃OBz and Fe₃OBzPy.⁶⁵, ⁶⁷ The fits to the experimental data are shown in Figure 2.8 and 2.9.

2.2.5 X-ray emission spectroscopy

Nonresonant Fe Kβ XES spectra were collected at the C1 beamline of CHESS with an incident X-ray energy of 8 keV generated from a WB₄C multilayer monochromator and a beam size of 1 × 1 mm. X-ray emission was collected using five spherically bent Ge(620) analyzer crystals aligned in the Rowland circle geometry and focused to a Pilatus 1000k detector.⁶⁸ A helium-filled bag was placed between the analyzer crystals and detector to maximize the collection efficiency of the emission. The XES spectrometer was calibrated using Fe₂O₃ standard. Samples were tightly packed in 0.7 mm thick aluminum holders with 3 × 6 mm window and sealed with a Kapton tape. Fe vtc and mainline Kβ emission spectra were collected between 7070 and 7130 eV with 84 points and 7017 and 7085 eV with 121 points, respectively. Sample stability was first evaluated by collecting sequential XES spectra (mainline and vtc regions) on a given sample spot. No systematic spectral changes were observed within the first several scans. Out of an abundance of caution, however, all samples were translated in the beam to a fresh spot between scans and collected at a temperature of 10 K using a closed cycle helium gas cryostat. Multiple MOF samples, separately prepared from different batches of each guest environment treatment, were measured to ensure reproducibility and discount the possibility of batch-dependent spectral differences. At least 36 vtc-XES and 2 mainline Kβ spectra were collected for each sample for averaging with an acquisition
time of approximately 8 min per vtc spectrum and 12 min per mainline spectrum. The averaged spectra for each sample were normalized to unit area over the vtc region.

2.2.6 Computational methods

2.2.6.1 DFT Calculations

DFT calculations were conducted using the ORCA 4.0.1 software package\textsuperscript{69-70} and geometries derived from the crystal structures of Fe:OBz,\textsuperscript{67} Fe:OBzPy,\textsuperscript{65} and MIL100(Fe).\textsuperscript{60} Since no crystal structure is reported for MIL100(Fe)-Py, the trinuclear iron-oxo cluster geometry was obtained from the MIL100(Fe) structure and modified to include pyridine axial ligands with the same Fe—pyridine distance as in the Fe:OBzPy complex. XES calculations were performed using BP86 functional and def2-TZVP basis set\textsuperscript{71-72} for all atoms except iron, which had a CP(PPP) basis set. The selected level of theory, functional, and basis set combination was used following a procedure similar to that reported by DeBeer \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{42} and was first calibrated using ferricyanide as a benchmark. Moreover, the model complexes, with known structures, also serve as a check on the validity of the method for reproducing the spectral trends observed experimentally. Following literature precedent,\textsuperscript{42,73} a constant energy shift of 179.4 eV and Gaussian broadening (FWHM = 3.5 eV) was applied to each transition to generate the total calculated spectra that upon averaging (\textit{vide infra}) mimics the energy and width of the experimental spectra. Single point calculations, using the same functional and basis sets, were conducted to generate the molecular orbitals, which were rendered using Chemcraft 1.8.\textsuperscript{74}

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 MOF guest molecule introduction and bulk characterization

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, each iron atom in the trinuclear cluster has a pore-facing coordination site occupied by either a water molecule or a hydroxyl group. Relatively mild vacuum-assisted thermal (100 °C < T < 150 °C) activation conditions remove unbound and axially coordinated water molecules from the pores, theoretically leaving each cluster of the activated framework, MIL100(Fe)-Act, with two open metal sites and a residual metal-bound hydroxyl group. Subsequent introduction of other species (pyridine and propylene) to the activated framework, MIL100(Fe)-Py and MIL100(Fe)-Prop, leads to guest interaction at the available metal sites, with strength of coordination depending on the binding affinity of the guest. Compared to water and pyridine, propylene is expected to interact much more weakly with the iron sites. Consequently, while MIL100(Fe) and MIL100(Fe)-Py are stable under air atmosphere, the propylene-loaded framework was isolated under pure propylene gas atmosphere for spectroscopy characterization. Moreover, MIL100(Fe)-Act was measured under dry nitrogen to avoid water recoordination of the metal sites from moisture in the air. The confirmation and retention of crystallinity upon synthesis, activation, and guest treatment is provided by powder X-ray diffraction, shown in Figure 2.2.
**Figure 2.2:** PXRD Pattern of MIL100(Fe) Simulated (Magenta), MIL100(Fe) (orange), MIL100(Fe)-Act (green), and MIL100(Fe)-Py (blue)

**Figure 2.3:** FT-IR Spectra of (top): MIL100(Fe) (black) and MIL100(Fe)-Py (red) and (bottom): Fe$_3$OBz (black) and Fe$_3$OBzPy (red) with characteristic pyridine modes$^{62, 75}$ marked with red asterisks, perchlorate modes marked with green asterisk
2.3.1.1 Raman spectroscopy

Vibrational mode characterization of the MIL100(Fe) frameworks under the different treatments described above is used to corroborate the presence of certain guest species in the MOFs and, in some cases, provide evidence for their interaction with the open metal sites. Comparison of Raman spectra collected for MIL100(Fe) and MIL100(Fe)-Py (Figure 2.4) reveals the appearance of characteristic pyridine modes at 650, 1014, and 1043 cm\(^{-1}\) for the pyridine-loaded framework, signaling the presence of this guest environment in the MOF. The analogous spectral comparison for the model complexes, also presented in Figure 2.4, shows these pyridine-localized modes at nearly identical frequencies for the Fe\(_3\)OBzPy complex. An additional pyridine mode is observed in this spectrum at 1221 cm\(^{-1}\) but is obscured by framework linker localized modes in the MIL100(Fe)-Py spectrum. The pyridine ring stretching modes with A\(_1\) symmetry that occur at around 1014 and 1043 cm\(^{-1}\) in the spectra of both pyridine-coordinated species are significantly shifted to higher frequencies compared to those of free pyridine. This frequency shift has been well documented for other pyridine coordination complexes\(^{76-77}\) and is attributed to coupling with the Fe—N stretching mode that is introduced upon pyridine coordination at the metal site.\(^{77}\)
Figure 2.4 Raman spectra of (top) Fe\textsubscript{3}OBz (black) and Fe\textsubscript{3}OBzPy (red) and (bottom) MIL100(Fe) (black) and MIL100Fe-Py (red). Magnified spectral regions are shown in the inset spectra. KNO\textsubscript{3} (standard) and [ClO\textsubscript{4}]\textsuperscript{−} (Fe\textsubscript{3}OBzPy counterion) modes are labeled accordingly. Asterisks mark modes attributed to pyridine guest species.

Changes in framework-localized vibrational modes can also reveal direct and indirect structural ramifications of pyridine introduction to the MOF. Subtle differences in modes with frequency $\approx$ 800 cm$^{-1}$ tend to provide linker site structural information but are less diagnostic of guest species interaction with the open Fe sites of the nodes. Low frequency modes localized around the iron-oxo cluster should be more sensitive to changes in metal coordination, as they will undoubtedly be influenced by the terminal ligand. Notably,
the mode that occurs at 489 cm$^{-1}$ for Fe$_3$OBz and 492 cm$^{-1}$ for MIL100, which we assign as a carboxylate rocking mode with Fe—O distortion, shifts to lower frequency for the two pyridine coordinated species [483 cm$^{-1}$ for Fe$_3$OBzPy and 486 cm$^{-1}$ for MIL100(Fe)Py], reflecting the analogous change in force constant that accompanies the axial ligand change from water to pyridine in each case.

Substantial differences in other lower frequency modes of the two reference complexes are observed, including the appearance of modes around 200 cm$^{-1}$ that may involve Fe—N$_{py}$ stretch. The analogous MOF spectra, however, do not show these distinguishing features. Instead, the spectra exhibit regions of poorly resolved overlapping features, which most likely stem from both phonon mode coupling contributions and framework cluster inhomogeneities.

In-situ Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize the activated and propylene-containing MOFs, MIL100(Fe)-Act and MIL100(Fe)-Prop, and the results are shown in Figure. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Raman spectra (obtained using 420 nm excitation through in situ measurement) highlighting the propylene modes\textsuperscript{79} (indicated with asterisks) found in the propylene exposed MOF sample (blue) and compared to MIL100(Fe) (black), activated framework after 150°C in situ treatment for 3 hours (green), and after re-exposure to moisture in the air (gray).

The most significant changes are observed for the framework-based modes upon initial activation, reflecting the direct and indirect structural ramifications of water removal from the metal sites. Notably, in the spectrum of the activated MOF, new features are observed at 850 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1150 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which may be attributed to Fe—OH stretching and deformation modes localized on the hydroxyl-coordinated iron site. Their appearance in this spectrum is likely a consequence of the drastic local symmetry change in the trinuclear iron oxo cluster created by removing the terminal H\textsubscript{2}O species from two of the three iron sites (leaving one hydroxyl-bound iron). All spectral features readily recover upon rehydration of the framework, illustrating the reversibility of water coordination of the metal sites. Spectra collected upon framework activation followed by subsequent exposure to propylene gas revealed the presence of this guest molecule through the
observation of its characteristic vibrational modes. The C=C stretch observed at 1647 cm$^{-1}$ for free propylene should shift to lower frequency upon metal binding owing to the π-electron interaction. However, this region of the MOF spectrum is dominated by the strong ν(C=C) peak of the framework linker. The propylene ν(C=C) marker mode is observed as a poorly resolved shoulder, so any frequency shift is difficult to evaluate. The vibrations of the framework under propylene atmosphere appear similar to those of the activated MOF, which likely results from the weak interaction of this guest species.

2.3.1.2 X-ray absorption spectroscopy

Conventional XAS measurements collected for MIL100(Fe), MIL100(Fe)-Act, and MIL100(Fe)—Py as well as the corresponding iron benzoate (Fe3OBz) and iron benzoate pyridine (Fe3OBzPy) model complexes are depicted in Figure. 2.6. Comparison of the MOF spectra reveals modest differences that qualitatively reflect the Fe coordination environments of each framework. The comparable edge shifts, shown in Figure 2.7, indicate the retention of Fe(III) oxidation status in each case.
**Figure 2.6** XANES spectra with magnified pre-edge regions (top) and EXAFS spectra (bottom) of reference complexes (left)—Fe₃OBz (black) and Fe₃OBzPy (red), and MOFs (right)—MIL100(Fe) (black), MIL100(Fe)-Py (red), MIL100(Fe)-Act (green), and MIL100(Fe)-Prop (blue).
Figure 2.7: XANES spectra (top) and first derivative spectra (bottom) of Fe$_3$OBz (black, dashed), Fe$_3$OBzPy (red, dashed), MIL100(Fe) (black, solid), MIL100(Fe)-Act (green, solid), MIL100(Fe)-Py (red, solid), and MIL100(Fe)-Prop (blue).

The pre-edge features in the XANES region exhibit the expected trends for the changing coordination environment of the iron sites. In other words, the lower symmetry associated with pentacoordinated square pyramidal geometry of the activated framework leads to increased intensity in the pre-edge feature compared to that of the higher symmetry hexacoordinated pseudo-octahedral geometry of the hydrated or pyridine coordinated clusters. However, while an absence of coordination (i.e., activated framework) is signified by a higher intensity pre-edge feature, there are only very minor differences between spectra of MIL100(Fe) vs MIL100(Fe)-Py. Analogously subtle pre-
edge feature differences are also observed for the reference complexes containing these axially coordinated ligands. In both cases, the split quadrupole allowed 1s $\rightarrow$ 3d pre-edge feature, typical for high spin Fe$^{3+}$ systems with approximate octahedral coordination,$^{81}$ exhibits a slightly higher intensity ratio of the high to low energy components for the water coordinated versions. The spectral difference is somewhat more pronounced for the complexes since they are not complicated by contributions from hydroxyl coordinated iron sites, as is the case for the MIL100(Fe) systems. When propylene is introduced to the activated framework, the intensity decreases in the XANES pre-edge feature, compared to that of MIL100(Fe)-Act, indicates weak interaction of the propylene guest molecules with the open Fe sites of the trinuclear clusters.

With analogous local coordination environments, the trinuclear iron complexes and MIL100(Fe) systems exhibit similar EXAFS spectra (Figure. 2.6, bottom), as expected. The different axial ligand environments for both complexes and MOFs yield some differences in EXAFS peak amplitudes but negligible differences in their positions. The spectra of the reference complexes were analyzed using models derived from their known structures, and the resulting fits are reasonable and consistent with the crystallographic data, shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. The corresponding fitting parameters are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Figure 2.8: Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of Fe₃OBzPy (black, solid) and fit (black, dotted) and the real component of Fe₃OBzPy (red, solid) and fit (red, dotted)

Table 2.1: EXAFS Fitting Parameters and comparison with crystallographic data* for Fe₃OBzPy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>$R_{\text{cryst}}$ (Å)*</th>
<th>$R_{\text{fit}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\sigma^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Oµ3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.91(5)</td>
<td>1.93(3) ± 0.018(0)</td>
<td>0.002± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Oequatorial</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.01(4)</td>
<td>2.03(3) ± 0.01(9)</td>
<td>0.005± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Npyridine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.20(5)</td>
<td>2.22(6) ± 0.02(1)</td>
<td>0.010± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Ccarboxylate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.02(7)</td>
<td>3.01(5) ± 0.03(7)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Fe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.31(7)</td>
<td>3.33(0) ± 0.02(3)</td>
<td>0.007± 0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Distances obtained from crystal structure reported in ref 65, $S_0^2=0.92$ and $E^0$ was 4.077 eV for all paths

$R= 0.02$
Figure 2.9: Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of Fe₃OBz (black, solid) and fit (black,dotted) and the real component of Fe₃OBz (red, solid) and fit (red,dotted)

Table 2.2: EXAFS Fitting Parameters comparison with crystallographic dataa for Fe₃OBz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>$R_{\text{cryst}}$ (Å)$^a$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{fit}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\sigma^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O$_{\mu 3}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.90(0)</td>
<td>1.90(4) ± 0.01(8)</td>
<td>0.001 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O$_{\text{equitorial}}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.01(6)</td>
<td>2.02(0) ± 0.01(9)</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O$_{\text{water}}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.08(5)</td>
<td>2.08(9) ± 0.02(0)</td>
<td>0.002 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-C$_{\text{carboxylate}}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.01(9)</td>
<td>2.97(9) ± 0.04(4)</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Fe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.29(2)</td>
<td>3.30(7) ± 0.02(0)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Distances obtained from crystal structure from ref 69

$S_{02}=0.98$ and $E^0=5.1475$ eV for all paths

The MOF systems however do not benefit from this a priori crystallographic structure knowledge for all the ligand guest environments and consequently lead to severely underdefined fitting scenarios. EXAFS peak amplitude differences may reflect changes in metal coordination number (such as coordinated solvent loss resulting from MOF activation) but other factors such as scattering path disorder and interference play a role as well. Scattering paths arising from the $\mu 3$ and carboxylate oxygens of the core cluster, as well as the axially coordinated/interacting guest (i.e., OH$^-$, H$_2$O, pyridine, or
propylene), all contribute to this first shell peak, which severely hinders deconvolution of the individual paths through conventional EXAFS fitting.

These results highlight the major shortcomings of XAS characterization of host/guest interactions in most MOF materials. The weak XANES pre-edge features provide electronic and geometric insights on metal sites but deconvoluting the subtle intensity changes associated with minor differences in metal coordination is often complicated by strong overlap with the rising absorption edge. Moreover, these subtle pre-edge differences can be difficult to accurately model through computational means, as TDDFT methods are required. This is particularly true for multinuclear open shell transition metal-based systems, such as the MOF and reference complexes in this work. While traditional EXAFS analysis is often used to detect local metal coordination environment, this method is relatively insensitive to differences in atomic number for neighboring atoms within a given coordination shell and is further complicated by ambiguities in coordination number and disorder. These limitations can be a challenge for probing MOF adsorption processes since the coordination of the metal sites with both the linkers of the framework and the adsorbed guest molecules often involves this same set of similar atomic number neighboring atoms, i.e., C, O, and N, and the disorder of the bound guest species is usually unknown or difficult to assess.

2.3.1.3 X-ray emission spectroscopy

Vtc-XES, as a complementary X-ray characterization technique, can offer finer insight on these types of metal coordination environments. Vtc emission arises when the
electron originates from occupied valence orbitals and radiatively decays to the core-hole vacancy created on the absorbing metal. The vtc satellite features of the Kβ emission line, specifically Kβ2,5 and Kβ″, are of greatest interest for 3rd row transition metal-based systems, including the iron-based MOFs and complexes studied in this work. These emission lines stem from valence electron decay to the metal 1s core hole level. Intensity is derived through metal 4p contribution to the valence orbitals typically possessing metal 3d and significant ligand ns, np character. Consequently, since these orbitals reflect the chemical environment of the absorbing metal, vtc-XES is exceptionally sensitive to subtle electronic structure differences of the coordinated ligands.

Vtc-XES data collected for Fe3OBz and Fe3OBz—Py (Figure. 2.10) illustrate the spectral differences associated with pyridine vs water coordination at each iron site. The Kβ2,5 band clearly exhibits a higher intensity feature at 7107.9 eV for Fe3OBzPy compared to the 7104.9 eV peak maximum of Fe3OBz. A similar spectral trend is observed for the analogous pyridine versus water-loaded MOF systems, also shown in Figure. 2.10 along with their corresponding difference spectra. The difference in this case is not as prominent, which may be due to the slight variation of iron coordination at different node sites in the MIL100(Fe) framework60 as well as the presence of hydroxyl coordination on one of the three iron sites as indicated by the DFT calculations discussed below.
Figure 2.10 Experimental (top row) and theoretical (bottom row) Kβ vtc-XES spectra of (left) Fe₃OBz (black) and Fe₃OBzPy (red), and (right) MIL100(Fe) (black) and MIL100(Fe)-Py (red). Corresponding difference spectra are plotted below each overlaid pair. Dashed blue lines indicate baseline arising from the tail of the Kβ₁,₃ mainline feature. All XES spectra are normalized to unit area over the vtc region (see text for details).

DFT molecular orbital calculations, using crystal structure-derived geometries, allow us to interpret the experimentally observed differences in the Kβ₂,₅ spectral features of the water- vs. pyridine-containing complexes and MOFs (Figure. 2.10, bottom). To account for the contribution of the different iron sites within the trinuclear clusters, spectra were calculated for the transitions localized on each iron site (Figures. 2.12-2.13) and averaged to generate the overall XES spectra for comparison with experimental results. Figure 2.11 depicts the states with orbital parentage involved in the calculated
transitions that contribute most to the overall shape of the vtc emission bands for the two model complexes. Accordingly, transitions from orbitals with significant benzoate ligand character are calculated to contribute to both high and low energy regions of the $K\beta_{2,5}$ feature. However, transitions from orbitals with the strongest mixing with the terminal $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ ligand (i.e., $\text{Fe}_3\text{OBz}$ orbitals shown in Figure. 2.11, left) are calculated to occur on average at lower energy than those involving orbitals with dominant pyridine ligand character (i.e., $\text{Fe}_3\text{OBzPy}$ orbitals shown in Figure. 2.11, right). These results confirm that the relative intensity differences within the $K\beta_{2,5}$ band are diagnostic of the different axially coordinated ligands in these complexes.

**Figure 2.11** Energy level diagrams for $\text{Fe}_3\text{OBz}$ (black) and $\text{Fe}_3\text{OBzPy}$ (red) overlaid with the corresponding theoretical spectra. States with calculated oscillator strength of at least 0.45 are included. Those with significant axial ligand contributions to their orbital parentage are shown in bold along with the associated rendered
A similar trend is revealed by the calculations using trinuclear structural models of the water and pyridine ligated nodes of the MOFs derived from the MIL100(Fe) crystal structure, in which, two iron sites coordinate either water or pyridine and the third iron site is coordinated with a hydroxyl group. Shown in Figure 2.13, the presence of the pyridine ligand yields a spectrum with a more prominent higher energy Kβ2,5 feature relative to that calculated for the hydrated structure. In both models, transitions from orbitals involving the iron-bound hydroxyl ligand also contribute to the higher energy side of the Kβ2,5 band and the shorter Fe-O bond length predicts increased contribution to the overall intensity, shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Calculated vtc-XES spectrum of MIL100(Fe) localized on each individual iron site (dotted lines) to generate the averaged overall spectrum (solid, black line)
**Figure 2.13**: Calculated vtc-XES spectrum of MIL100(Fe)Py localized on each individual iron site (dotted lines) to generate the averaged overall spectrum (solid, black line)

This may partially explain the more subtle difference in bandshape observed experimentally for the MOF spectra since both frameworks have this ligand in common for one of the three Fe sites.

Notably, while the Kβ″ peak energy and intensity are often predictively associated with the chemical nature and bond length of the ligand environment, it tends to be dominated by transitions involving significant ligand s-character. For the trinuclear Fe-based MOFs and complexes in this study, the calculated Kβ″ band derives most of its intensity from transitions involving the μ3-oxygen s-orbital and minimal s-orbital contribution from the other ligands. While some intensity is observed experimentally in
this crossover peak region for both complexes and MOF systems, uncertainties in baseline subtraction coupled with predicted insignificant differences between the two spectra prohibit further interpretation of this already very weak feature.

MIL100(Fe) and MIL100(Fe)-Py are good systems to demonstrate the efficacy of using vtc-XES to probe local metal coordination environment including binding with water or pyridine guest molecules because the spectra of convenient model complexes can be measured and calculated with reasonable accuracy to aid spectral interpretation. This is not the case for the other MOF guest environments, MIL100(Fe)-Act, which contains coordinatively unsaturated metal sites, and MIL100(Fe)-Prop, which contains weakly interacting propylene molecules at the available metal sites. These iron coordination environments cannot be replicated in stable molecular complexes or easily modeled computationally using DFT geometry optimization methods. Nevertheless, vtc-XES spectra were measured for the MOFs with these more elusive guest environments for comparison. Figure 2.14 depicts overlays of the vtc-XES spectra of MIL100(Fe), MIL100(Fe)-Py, and MIL100(Fe)-Prop with that of MIL100(Fe)-Act, along with the corresponding difference spectra derived from each pair. Subtle yet statistically relevant differences among these spectra are observed as indicated by the error analysis results summarized in Table 2.3. With all else equal, these differences can only arise from the disparity in Fe coordination, i.e., the contribution of the different axially bound species (water, pyridine, or propylene) in each case. The shift in the difference spectra peak can be used to identify variations in ligand environment with similar atomic number neighboring atoms. The preceding discussion of DFT-aided assignments for the features of the water vs pyridine containing systems explains the shift of the difference spectra
observed for MIL100(Fe) and MIL100(Fe)-Py. While spectral changes can be resolved for MIL100(Fe)-Prop compared to MIL100(Fe)-Act, indicating the presence of the axially interacting propylene guest, further interpretation of the difference spectrum is limited by the lack of analogous propylene ligated reference complex and DFT calculations.

Figure 2.14 Top: Experimental vtc-XES spectra of MIL100(Fe) (black), MIL100(Fe)-Py (red), and MIL100(Fe)-Prop each overlaid with MIL100(Fe)-Act (green). Baseline arising from the tail of the Kβ₁,₃ mainline feature shown as dashed gray lines. Vertical offset included for clarity. Bottom: Corresponding difference spectra associated with each overlaid pair of spectra from the top graph.
Table 2.3: vtc-XES Error Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$SNR^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIL100</td>
<td>$3.46 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100Py</td>
<td>$3.22 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100Prop</td>
<td>$3.56 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100Act</td>
<td>$3.53 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_3$OBz</td>
<td>$4.60 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_3$OBzPy</td>
<td>$3.75 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a \ SNR = \sqrt{N \times \frac{\bar{x}}{\sigma}}$

where $N$ = number of scans, $\bar{x}$ = average signal, and $\sigma$ = standard deviation of the signal (noise)

2.4 Conclusion

The examples in this study illustrate the advantages of using multiple complementary spectroscopy techniques for distinguishing subtle differences in MOF coordination environments but emphasize the need for model systems for more complete interpretation. Raman spectroscopy was used to reveal the presence of the different guest species in the frameworks and in the case of pyridine, provided strong evidence for its interaction at the metal node sites. The lack of unambiguous changes in framework-localized modes with varying metal coordination, however, warranted further evaluation using the more element specific techniques of X-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy to distinguish the metal ligation in these systems. While the nearly identical Fe coordination environments of the two reference complexes, Fe$_3$OBz and Fe$_3$OBzPy, lead to subtle XAS differences that are difficult to deconvolute using conventional analysis techniques, they can be distinguished by ligand-sensitive vtc-XES along with DFT computational support. As molecular models for the nodes in MIL100(Fe), these systems helped explain the vtc-XES spectra observed for the MOFs with water and pyridine guest environments compared to one another and the activated framework.
While the vtc-XES spectrum of the propylene treated MOF was distinguishable from those of the other MOF environments, suitable experimental or computational models were not available in this case to conclusively link the specific spectral differences with propylene guest interaction at the metal sites. This first nonresonant Kβ vtc-XES investigation of MOF adsorption behavior illustrates the advantages and complementarity with conventional XAS and vibrational spectroscopy characterization and will serve as a benchmark for future applications to these and other porous hybrid materials for a better understanding of their host–guest properties.
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3.1 Introduction

The development of new heterogeneous photocatalytic materials is motivated by the need to address a number of urgent environmental and energy supply issues. From the remediation of air and water pollutants to harnessing solar energy for fuel production, much effort has been focused on large band gap semiconductor-based photocatalysts, like TiO₂, that effectively limit the use of solar energy only to the UV spectral region.¹⁻³ Dye sensitization of these materials is one heavily pursued avenue for improvement, but in many cases, reliance on nonabundant elements, such as ruthenium,⁴⁻⁶ limits the practicality of this approach. Consequently, alternative photocatalytic materials are being explored that extend the usable photon energy range into the visible region without simultaneously introducing high rates of photogenerated charge-carrier recombination (as would inevitably occur for low band gap semiconductor materials such as iron oxide). Moreover, solid-state materials with intrinsic porosity offer potentially improved control of photochemical reactivity through the use of confined spaces and increased surface areas. As an emerging class of porous solid-state materials, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) with photoactive redox sites provide a promising route for incorporating these attributes for photocatalytic applications.

MOFs are a class of hybrid materials consisting of microporous crystalline networks of metal ions or clusters connected by organic molecules. The wide range of organic linkers available, combined with variable metal coordination chemistry, yields tunable 3D architectures with resulting properties ranging from selective gas adsorption
The potential utility of MOFs specifically for photocatalysis has been largely recognized, with photoreaction sites often incorporated as linker units tailored for postsynthetic ligation of reactive metals. Alternatively, the metal nodes of the framework itself can potentially serve as catalytic sites, where the requisite charge separation can be initiated through photoinduced population of available ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) states. For example, a series of Fe(III)-MOFs, composed of Fe₃-μ₃-oxo clusters separated by linkers such as terephthalic acid, has been shown to exhibit visible-light photocatalytic behavior. Like other MOFs with potentially photoactive redox sites, photoinduced charge-separation events involving the Fe sites within the framework are believed responsible for initiating subsequent chemical processes. Kinetics derived from optical transient absorption (OTA) spectroscopy studies of these MOFs point to a long-lived excited state that may be generated through population of an initial LMCT excited state. However, the lack of resolved optical UV–vis absorption or clear OTA spectral signatures for the transient presence of the reduced iron-oxo cluster species or oxidized linker prevents a definitive charge-transfer assignment. Consequently, the true nature of the excited state in these MOFs, including the transient changes in metal oxidation state, remains unconfirmed.

In this chapter, we monitored the long-lived excited state in one of these Fe₃-μ₃-oxo-based MOFs with trimesic acid linkers, called MIL-100(Fe) (Figure 3.1), using X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopy to aid in its assignment. This synchrotron-based technique involves laser-pump X-ray probe measurements to track excited-state geometric and electronic changes of metal-based systems in the picosecond to nanosecond time domain. Because of the element specificity, XTA has become an...
important tool for investigating the photochemistry of both molecular\textsuperscript{20-30} and solid-state\textsuperscript{31-34} metal-based systems, including a newly reported application to a porous zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF).\textsuperscript{32} Here Fe K-edge XTA is used to reveal the charge-transfer character of the excited state in MIL-100(Fe) that eludes detection by OTA. These measurements require a balance of both the optical and X-ray absorption cross sections of the material, which are quite different between these photon energy ranges. This mismatch is partly curtailed by reducing the particle size of the MOF samples used in this experiment. For this reason, MIL-100(Fe) is prepared as a colloidal nanoparticle suspension. Additionally, trinuclear iron carboxylate model complexes are measured by OTA and both XTA and steady-state X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which provide valuable comparisons for the unambiguous assignment of the charge-separated nature of the long-lived excited state in the MOF.

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Figure 3.1.** Left: MIL-100(Fe) structure. Right: $\mu_3$-oxo trinuclear iron core for reference complexes and MOF: 1: Fe$_3$O–Ac, 2: Fe$_3$O–Bz, 3: Fe$_3$O–BzPy, 4: MIL-100(Fe).

### 3.2 Experimental Methods

#### 3.2.1 Materials and Synthesis

All solvents and starting materials, Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$·9 H$_2$O, 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid, glacial acetic acid, sodium hydroxide, FeCl$_3$·6 H$_2$O, FeCl$_2$·4 H$_2$O, benzoic acid, and
oleylamine (70%) were used without further purification, with the exception of pyridine (99%+), which was dried over molecular sieves prior to use.

**MIL-100(Fe)-OA** Oleylamine-coated MOF nanoparticles were synthesized following a modified literature procedure.\(^{35}\) 3.03 g (10 mmol) of Fe(NO\(_3\))\(_3\)·9 H\(_2\)O, 1.89 g (9 mmol) of 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid, one drop of oleylamine, and 6 mL of Milli-Q water were mixed in a 25 mL round bottom flask. The reaction was stirred at 95°C for 12 hours. After cooling, the reaction mixture was diluted with 250 mL of a 1:1 ethanol;water solvent mixture and stirred for 24h at room temperature. The solid was separated by centrifuging at 10krpm for 40 minutes. This washing procedure was repeated two more times. A small portion was isolated for analysis by STEM and DLS and another portion was dried for further analysis by XRD and IR. Yield: ~4.0g.

Analysis: XRD (Figure 3.2), IR (Figure 3.4), 708(s), 755(s), 1042(m), 1109(m), 1373(vs), 1441(s), 1570(s), 1621(vs), 1711(m), 2054 (vw), 3275 (vs)

**MIL-100(Fe)-KF** Surfactant-free nanoparticles of MIL-100(Fe) were synthesized by the same procedure as MIL100(Fe)-OA without the use of oleylamine. When the product was isolated, the KF was introduced by stirring the isolated product in 0.1 M KF solution for 1 h 40 min. The final isolation was done according to literature precedent.\(^{36}\)

**Model Complexes** Trinuclear iron carboxylate complexes, [Fe\(_3\)(μ\(_3\)-O)(O\(_2\)CPh\(_6\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_3\)]ClO\(_4\) (Fe\(_3\)O-Bz, Bz = benzoate), [Fe\(_3\)(μ\(_3\)-O)(O\(_2\)CPh\(_6\)(C\(_5\)H\(_5\)N)\(_3\)]ClO\(_4\) (Fe\(_3\)O-BzPy, Py = pyridine), [Fe\(_3\)(μ\(_3\)-O)(O\(_2\)CCH\(_3\)\(_6\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_3\)]Cl (Fe\(_3\)O–Ac, Ac = acetate), and the one-electron-reduced mixed-valence complex, Fe(III)Fe(III)Fe(II)(μ\(_3\)-O)(O\(_2\)CCH\(_3\)\(_6\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_3\) (MVFe\(_3\)O–Ac, MV = mixed valence) were synthesized following literature procedures.\(^{37-39}\)
[Fe₃(μ₃-O)(O₂CPh)₆(C₅H₅N)₃]ClO₄ (Fe₃O-BzPy, Py = pyridine), was synthesized based on literature procedures.³⁹ Yield: 124.2 mg, 12.11%. Analysis: XRD (Figure 3.3), IR (Figure 3.4) peaks: 1681(w), 1622(vw), 1597(m), 1563(ms), 1528(vw), 1491(m), 1446(m), 1398(s), 1317(w), 1306(w), 1177(m), 1165(w), 1095(s), 1068(s), 1041(m), 1024(m), 1012(m), 937(w), 837(w), 816(w), 754(m), 717(s), 700(s), 684(s), and 674(m).

[Fe₃(μ₃-O)(O₂CPh)₆(H₂O)₃]ClO₄ (Fe₃O-Bz, Bz = benzoate) was synthesized based on literature procedures.³⁹ Analysis: UV-vis (Figure 3.6), IR (Figure 3.4): 673(s), 683(s), 698(vs), 717(vs), 754(m), 818(w), 841(w), 937(m), 1003(m), 1012(m), 1024(m), 1041(m), 1070(s), 1093(s), 1146(vw), 1167(vw), 1178(w), 1221(m), 1308(w), 1315(w), 1398(vs), 1446(m), 1493(m), 1562(s), 1601(s).

[Fe₃(μ₃-O)(O₂CCH₃)₆(H₂O)₃]Cl (Fe₃O-Ac, Ac = acetate) was synthesized based on literature procedures.³⁸ Analysis: UV-vis (Figure 3.6), IR (Figure 3.4), 1583(vs), 1436(s), 1402(vs), 1353(vw), 1045(m), 1030(m), 951(vw), 864(m), 657(vs).

Fe(III)Fe(III)Fe(II)(μ₃-O)(O₂CCH₃)₆(H₂O)₃ (MVFe₃-O-Ac, MV = mixed valence) was synthesized based on literature procedures.³⁷ Analysis: UV-vis DR (Figure 3.9), IR (Figure 3.4) 1710(vw), 1583(vs), 1410(vs), 1348(s), 1257(w), 1049(m), 1035(m), 943(s), 713(w), 654(vs).

### 3.2.2 Characterization

The powder XRD patterns were recorded using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE ECO Diffractometer. Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectra were collected for solid samples at room temperature using a Nicolette 6700 FT-IR spectrometer. Each spectrum
was recorded as an average of 64 scans. The hydrodynamic size of the particles dispersed in ethanol was measured using a ZetasizerNano ZS instrument (Malvern) in disposable 1 cm cuvettes. SEM images were obtained using an ultra-high resolution field emission scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-4800) in transmission mode (STEM). The images were processed using ImageJ for particle size analysis.\textsuperscript{40}

3.2.3 Spectroscopic Methods

3.2.3.1 Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

Steady-state electronic absorption spectra were collected using a Cary Varian UV–visible–near-infrared (NIR) spectrophotometer. Transmission mode measurements were collected for liquid-phase samples of the reference complexes (0.17 mM) and MOF nanoparticle suspensions in ethanol in a 1 cm quartz cuvette. Solid-state powder samples were ground thoroughly and measured undiluted using a DR accessory (Harrick Scientific). All measurements were collected at room temperature.

3.2.3.2 Femtosecond Optical Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

The femtosecond OTA spectra of the samples were measured under a pump–probe configuration, as described elsewhere,\textsuperscript{41} at the Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM) at Argonne National Laboratory. The \textasciitilde 100 fs pump and probe pulses were both provided by a 5 kHz Coherent Libra Ti: Sapphire ultrafast regenerative amplifier system operating at 800 nm. The pump beam at 400 nm was generated by frequency doubling the 800 nm fundamental from the amplifier; then, the laser beam was chopped to 2.5 kHz. The power and the spot size of the pump beam at the sample position were 0.9 mW and \textasciitilde 150 \mu m, respectively, which produced a pump fluence of 4 \times
1015 photons/cm². A whitelight continuum probe beam was created by passing the 800
nm fundamental from the amplifier through a 3 mm sapphire plate. The reference
complex, Fe3OBzPy, was dissolved in anhydrous ethanol (1.3 mM concentration) and
measured in a 2 mm path length fused silica cuvette.

3.2.3.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Steady state X-ray absorption data were collected at the Fe K-edge (7111.2 eV) in
transmission mode at Beamline 2−2 at the SSRL. The X-ray white beam was
monochromatized by a Si(111) monochromator and detuned by 30% to minimize the
harmonic content of the beam. Iron foil was used as the reference for energy calibration.
The incident beam intensity (I₀) was measured by a 15 cm ionization chamber with 100%
N₂. The transmitted beam intensity (Iₜ) and reference (Iᵣ) were both measured by a 30 cm
ionization chamber with 75% N₂ and 25% Ar. For the model complexes, a mixture of 15
mg of sample, thoroughly ground with ∼150 mg of boron nitride, was packed into 3 mm
diameter Kapton tubes and heat-sealed from both sides to yield approximately one X-ray
absorption length. For each system, with respect to X-ray photons was confirmed by the
comparison of several sequential scans collected on a given sample spot, which showed
no change, shown in Figure 3.17.

3.2.3.4 X-ray Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

The X-ray transient absorption (XTA) measurements were performed at 11-ID-D,
Advanced Photon Source (APS), at Argonne National Lab. The laser pump source was
the second-harmonic output of a fs Ti:Saphire regenerative amplified laser: 400 nm, 100
fs fullwidth-half-maximum (fwhm) and 10 kHz repetition rate. The laser pulse was then
stretched to 0.9 ps using a pair of prisms. The X-ray was Hybrid Fill RHB (Singlet) mode, where an intense X-ray pulse with 16% of the total average photon flux was separated in time from other weak X-ray pulses. The intense X-ray pulse with 118 ps fwhm and 271.5 kHz repetition rate was used as the probe. Samples were prepared in 100% ethanol to yield a 5 mM total concentration of iron in solution (for the model complexes) or colloidal suspension (for the MOF nanoparticles). To minimize photodamage, the liquid sample was purged with nitrogen and circulated in a closed-loop jet flow assembly during data collection. The complete experimental setup has been described elsewhere. In brief, the laser pump and X-ray probe beams were spatially and temporally overlapped at the 600 μm diameter sample stream. The laser fluence used in the measurements is \( \sim 40 \, \mu \text{J/mm}^2 \). The X-ray fluorescence signal was detected by two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) positioned at 90° angle on both sides of the incident X-ray beam. A third APD detector, collecting upstream X-ray scattering, was used for the normalization. A Z-1 (Mn) filter/soller slit filter combination, which was custom-designed for the specific sample chamber configuration and the distance between the sample and the detector, was inserted between the sample fluid jet and the APD detectors to reduce the scattering background. Ten X-ray absorption spectra were collected and averaged at 100 ps (nominal time zero), 1 ns, 10 ns, 100 ns, and 3.6 μs time delays between the laser pulse and synchronized X-ray bunch. Spectra obtained using the 10 X-ray bunches prior to the synchronized bunch were used to generate an average “pre-time zero” XTA spectrum. Spectra were also collected in the absence of laser light for comparison.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 MIL-100(Fe) Nanoparticle Synthesis and Characterization

To best match the optical and X-ray absorption cross sections in this solid-state material for the XTA measurements, MIL-100(Fe) is prepared in nanoparticle form. Moreover, this format has the added practical benefit of generating stable colloidal suspensions that are compatible with the liquid-jet flow sample arrangement of the XTA experiment. Borrowing from the common preparation methods used in metal and metal-oxide nanoparticle synthesis, oleylamine is added to the MOF precursor solution as a surfactant to limit and stabilize particle size formation. For comparison, MOF nanoparticles were also prepared using another previously reported method involving a KF treatment step and no oleylamine. The crystallinity of the MOFs generated using both nanoparticle synthesis methods was verified by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis, shown in Figure 3.2. The FT-IR spectra were collected for the pyridine loaded MOF and reference complex and compared to the parent in order to identify the presence of pyridine, shown in Figure 3.4.
3.3.1.1 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD)

Figure 3.2. PXRD of MIL-100(Fe), Simulated (Black), KF Treated (Red), Oleylamine Treated (Blue), Oleylamine sample after XTA experiment (Green)

Figure 3.3. Simulated (black) and experimental (red) PXRD patterns for Fe$_3$O-BzPy reference complex
Figure 3.4: FT-IR Spectra of (top): MIL100(Fe) (black) and MIL100(Fe)-Py (red) and (bottom): Fe$_3$OBz (black) and Fe$_3$OBzPy (red) with characteristic pyridine modes$^{35, 44}$ marked with red asterisks, perchlorate modes marked with green asterisk
3.3.1.2 Transmission Mode Scanning Electron Microscopy (STEM)

Figure 3.5. Top: STEM Image of MIL-100(Fe)-KF Middle: MIL-100(Fe)-OA, Bottom: MIL-100(Fe)-OA after XTA measurements
3.3.1.3 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

Particle size analysis was performed using several methods including transmission mode scanning electron microscopy (STEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and PXRD.\textsuperscript{45} The results of these measurements, including average particle size and size distribution, are summarized in Table 3.5. While both preparation schemes generated nanoscale MIL-100 particles, the oleylamine method succeeded in generating smaller average particle size (130 vs 200 nm) with narrower size distribution. Moreover, this sample showed better stability upon irradiation with 400 nm laser light.

**Table 3.1. DLS Results for MIL-100(Fe)-OA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Peak 1 Mean (r.nm)</th>
<th>Peak 2 Mean (r.nm)</th>
<th>Peak 1 Area Integration (%)</th>
<th>Peak 2 Area Integration (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIL100-OA</td>
<td>83.87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100-OA</td>
<td>135.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100-OA</td>
<td>266.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2. DLS Results for MIL-100(Fe) treated with KF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Peak 1 Mean (r.nm)</th>
<th>Peak 2 Mean (r.nm)</th>
<th>Peak 1 Area Integration (%)</th>
<th>Peak 2 Area Integration (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIL100-KF</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>139.4</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100-KF</td>
<td>179.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL100-KF</td>
<td>192.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3. Summary of particle sized determined DLS, XRD, and STEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>DLS (nm)</th>
<th>STEM (nm)</th>
<th>PXRD (nm)</th>
<th>Average (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIL-100 KF</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>210 ± 104</td>
<td>128 ± 31</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-100 OA</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>120 ± 44</td>
<td>115 ± 87</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-100 OA After XTA</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>137 ± 70</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Optical Absorption Spectroscopy.

The optical electronic absorption spectra for the MOF materials were obtained through transmission absorption measurements of the colloidal nanoparticle suspensions and diffuse reflectance (DR) measurements of the solid-state powders. Both transmission and DR spectra were also obtained for the trinuclear iron carboxylate model complexes in solution and solid state, respectively. The transmission spectra for the MOF and the Fe₃OBz and Fe₃OBzPy model complexes are illustrated in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.

These systems all exhibit a similar broad absorption spectrum with unresolved overlapping bands in the UV region that extends to the visible spectral range. While the colloidal suspension of the MOF produces a significant scattering contribution to the spectrum that obscures any low extinction absorption features, DR data (Figure 3.8) better reveal the underlying absorption bands and allow a more substantive spectral comparison with the reference complexes. Besides the dominant absorption envelope in the UV, which presumably contains the LMCT state transition, several weak bands are observed in the visible wavelength range. These are attributed to ligand field-state transitions and are only clearly observed in the undiluted solid state sample spectra. Comparison between the Fe₃O-BzPy and Fe₃O-Bz model complex spectra indicates that
while the presence of the coordinated pyridine alters the low extinction ligand field state transition energies, the main band containing the LMCT state transition remains relatively unchanged. Because the mixed-valence complex, MVFe$_3$O−Ac, was only stable in the solid state, only the DR spectrum was obtained for this model complex. Comparison with the DR spectrum of Fe$_3$O−Ac (Figure 3.9) reveals an additional broad inter-valence band in the NIR spectral region for MVFe$_3$O−Ac in addition to the weak ligand field bands that are inherent to both complexes.

**Figure 3.6.** Transmission UV–vis absorption of MIL-100(Fe)-OA (black), Fe$_3$O-Bz (red), and Fe$_3$O-BzPy (blue). Vertical dashed line indicates pump laser wavelength for XTA measurements
Figure 3.7. Transmission UV/VIS spectra of a suspension of MIL-100(Fe)-OA in ethanol (black) and MIL-100(Fe)-KF Treated (red).

Figure 3.8. Diffuse reflectance spectra of MIL-100(Fe)-OA (Black), Fe₃O-Bz (Red) and Fe₃O-BzPy (blue).
3.3.3 Ultrafast Optical Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Ultrafast OTA measurements were collected using a 400 nm actinic pump and a broadband visible wavelength probe for both MIL-100(Fe)-OA and the Fe$_3$O-BzPy complex. The reference complex exhibited a broad TA signal throughout the visible region with a maximum around 530 nm. These data along with the results of the multiexponential fit of the decay are provided in Figure 3.10 and Table 3.4. The kinetics analysis indicates that the majority of the excited state decays on a subpicosecond time scale and that the longest component of the lifetime is on the order of 250 ps. Attempts to extract analogous excited state decay kinetics in this early time regime for MIL-100(Fe)-OA, however, were unsuccessful because the weak OTA signal from the MOF colloidal suspension was overwhelmed by adverse light-scattering effects in this energy range.
Figure 3.10. Optical transient absorption spectra collected at different time delays, up to 1 ns (left) and kinetics probed at 530 nm (right) of the Fe₃O-BzPy reference complex.

Table 3.4. OTA Exponential Lifetime Fitting Results for Fe₃O-BzPy at 530 nm

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>τ</td>
<td>A (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRF</td>
<td>140.0 ± 0 fs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ₁</td>
<td>209.2 ± 8.6 fs</td>
<td>72 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ₂</td>
<td>8.2 ± 0.5 ps</td>
<td>16 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ₃</td>
<td>250.2 ± 11.2 ps</td>
<td>11 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4 Steady-State X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Steady state Fe K-edge X-ray absorption spectra measured for the MIL-100(Fe) MOF and all trinuclear Fe carboxylate reference complexes are shown in Figure 3.11. The similarity of the MOF, Fe₃O-Bz, Fe₃O-BzPy, and Fe₃O−Ac spectra, including edge energy position, indicates identical Fe(III) oxidation states and comparable iron coordination environments in each case. The spectrum of MVFe₃O−Ac exhibits an edge shift to lower energy by 2.79 eV compared with that of Fe₃O−Ac, which is caused by the one electron reduced trinuclear Fe(III)/Fe(III)/Fe(II) mixed-valence cluster. This shift is consistent with those reported for numerous other iron oxides with the same iron valence compositions.46-48
Figure 3.11. (Top) Steady State XAS of MIL-100(Fe) (Black) and reference Complexes Fe$_3$O-BzPy (green), Fe$_3$O-Bz (magenta), MVFe$_3$O-Ac (Red), and Fe$_3$O-Ac (Blue). (Bottom) Derivative of the XAS Spectra

An overlay of the XANES spectra of the Fe(III) and mixed-valence iron acetate reference complexes, Fe$_3$O$^-$Ac and MVFe$_3$O$^-$Ac, is shown in Figure 3.12a along with the corresponding difference spectrum obtained between the two.
3.3.4 X-ray Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

XTA spectra were measured at several delay times for the MOF nanoparticle suspensions and the iron benzoate pyridine reference complex. The spectra of MIL-100(Fe)-OA collected at nominal time zero ($t = 100$ ps) and pretime zero delays (referred to as “time zero” and “pre-time zero” spectra respectively) are overlaid in Figure 3.12. A 20× magnification of their difference spectrum is shown at the bottom of the graph to highlight the transient edge energy shift. The analogous spectra collected for the MIL-100(Fe)-KF nanoparticles (Figure 3.13) and the Fe$_3$O-BzPy reference complex exhibit the same edge energy shift trend. The amplitude of the derivative-like feature of the reference complex difference spectrum, however, is markedly smaller than that of the MOF systems, as illustrated in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.13. “time-zero” (red) and “pre-time zero” (black) XTA spectra of MIL-100(Fe)-KF. Difference spectrum shown in blue. (vertical offset for clarity)

Figure 3.14 “Time zero” XTA difference spectra of MIL-100(Fe)-OA (black) and Fe3O-BzPy (red).

XTA spectra collected at later time delays marked the decay of these transient difference signals. As shown in Figure 3.15, the derivative feature of the MIL-100(Fe)-OA difference spectrum is still apparent at 100 ns time delay and decays by the 3.6 \( \mu \text{s} \) time delay. In contrast, the difference signal for the reference complex is not observed at these later time delays, indicating a near complete decay within 1 ns (Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.15. XTA difference spectra obtained at multiple time delays for MIL100(Fe)-OA. Vertical offsets included for clarity. The XTA difference spectrum collected in the absence of laser light is plotted at the top for comparison.

Figure 3.16. XTA difference spectra obtained at multiple time delays for Fe$_3$O-BzPy.
To assess X-ray or laser damage, multiple scans were collected in the absence of either the laser pump or x-ray probe, as seen in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. Without laser irradiation, there is no apparent significant changes in the spectrum after multiple acquisitions for the MOF or the reference complex. Changes in amplitude of the white line seen in the MIL-100-OA spectrum are due to settling of nanoparticles through the experiment. In Figure 3.17, damage due to the laser, in the absence of the x-ray probe, was assessed. A slight shift in the edge to lower energy is observed after subsequent scans, indicating a build of permanently reduced iron sites. Due to this observation, the sample was refreshed often to prevent this photoreduction.

**Figure 3.17.** Sample stability assessment for XTA measurements: negligible X-ray-induced changes. Three sequential XTA Spectra collected in the absence of laser irradiation for a) MIL-100(Fe)-OA and b) Fe3-OBzPy. Observed amplitude reduction for MIL-100(Fe)-OA sample is attributed to slight settling of nanoparticles out of suspension in the reservoir over time.
Figure 3.18. Sample stability assessment for XTA measurements: laser-induced changes. Representative individual XTA spectra (first 6 sequential scans) collected from one sample of MIL-100(Fe)-OA. Corresponding derivative spectra (bottom) shows very small edge shift to lower energy from one scan to the next, revealing a slight build-up of laser photo-reduced iron sites in the sample over the course of these measurements. Note: only the first few scans per sample were included to generate the average XTA spectrum for each system/delay time measured.

3.4 Discussion

MIL-100(Fe) was generated in nanoparticle form to not only promote a stable colloidal suspension for the XTA measurements but also accommodate the different optical and X-ray photon absorption cross sections in this material. Moreover, in terms of practical applications, the large surface-to-volume ratio and more readily accessible iron clusters of the nanoparticle format would likely lead to higher photocatalytic activity.
Compared with MIL-100(Fe)-KF, MIL-100(Fe)-OA exhibited smaller particle size, narrower size distribution, and also higher stability upon irradiation with 400 nm laser light. With average particle diameter size of ∼130 nm, the percentage of surface located iron clusters in MIL-100(Fe)-OA is estimated to be on the order of ∼1% and therefore have a negligible contribution to the observed XTA signal.

Calculation of the fraction of iron clusters on the surface of MIL-100(Fe)-OA nanoparticles was performed using the following equation using spherical particle approximation:

\[ F = \frac{4}{\sqrt{n}} \]  

(1)

\[ \% \text{Fe on the surface} = \frac{F}{n} \cdot 100\% \]  

(2)

where \( F \) is a fraction of atoms on the surface and \( n \) is the total number of atoms in the nanoparticles. Each particle with the size of 130 nm has mass equal to \( 1.115 \cdot 10^{-18} \) g. Based on the molecular formula for MIL-100 (Fe\(_3\)C\(_{18}\)H\(_{36}\)O\(_{28.5}\))\(^{50}\) its molecular weight is 876 g/mol, which translates to \( 1.31 \cdot 10^{-21} \) moles or 791 MOF units in the particle. Since each MOF unit has 3 iron centers, the total number of iron centers is equal 2373. Using equations 1 and 2 we obtain fraction of iron centers on the surface to be ∼1.3%.

Any observed transient spectral changes can therefore be ascribed primarily to the electronic structure changes of the photoexcited iron cluster node sites within the nanoparticle (albeit within layers of the framework closer to the surface), not just on its outermost surface. This is an important distinction for potential photocatalytic applications that may rely on utilizing active sites within the porous structure of these
frameworks for improved control over their reactivity. Analysis of the XTA measurements collected for the MIL-100 MOF and Fe(III) model complex confirms the charge separated nature of their excited states that evades definitive detection by other time-resolved spectroscopy methods. Laser excitation at 400 nm is used to populate the LMCT excited state suspected within the broad envelope of poorly resolved absorption bands that extend into the visible spectral region (Figure 3.6) for each of these Fe₃-μ₃-oxo-based systems. The X-ray probe of the Fe K-edge reveals the transient electronic changes associated with the iron sites in these materials. These changes are best illustrated by the difference spectra depicted in Figure 3.12b. The derivative-like feature of the XTA difference spectrum of MIL-100(Fe)-OA highlights the edge shift to lower energy upon excited-state population. The same edge shift trend is indicated by the difference spectrum of the Fe₃O-BzPy model complex as well, albeit with significantly smaller amplitude (Figure 3.14). These transient changes indicate increased electron density at the iron sites, as would be associated with the population of charge-transfer excited states. To further confirm this assignment, these difference spectra were compared with one generated from the steady-state X-ray absorption spectra of Fe₃O–Ac and its mixed-valence analogue, MVFe₃O–Ac. (The acetate version of these trinuclear iron carboxylate complexes was employed for this comparison due to the higher stability of its mixed-valence species compared with that of the analogous benzoate complex.) The latter, with a one-electron reduction of the trinuclear iron cluster, serves as a model for the transiently reduced iron-oxo clusters produced through LMCT excitation. The shape of the difference spectra in both experiments looks nearly identical, suggesting similarly reduced iron electron configurations. Notably, the MIL100(Fe)-KF XTA data
show the same edge shift as those of the MOF (Figure 3.13). This verifies that the oleylamine surfactant is not involved in the excited LMCT state of MIL100(Fe)-OA. Rather, the charge transfer occurs from the trimesate linkers to the iron-oxo clusters in both MOF cases. XTA measurements collected at subsequent time delays verified the long-lived nature of the charge separated excited state of the MOF. As illustrated in Figure 3.15, the XTA difference signal indicating charge separation persists at least into the hundreds of nanoseconds time range for the MIL-100(Fe)-OA suspension. Moreover, these data are consistent with the excited-state lifetime information obtained through OTA measurements. Previously reported nanosecond OTA data for closely related MOF systems have indicated that the lifetime of the excited state is on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds. For comparison, the XTA difference signal for the reference complex, Fe₃O-BzPy, decays by 1 ns time delay (Figure 3.16), indicating a much shorter CT-state lifetime. Indeed, analysis of the femtosecond OTA kinetics obtained for this reference complex (Figure 3.10) revealed its longest lifetime component to be only ~250 ps. The short lifetime of Fe₃OBzPy, compared with that of the MOF, also accounts for the smaller amplitude difference XTA signal observed at the earliest delay time because much of the excited-state decay would occur within the ~120 ps X-ray pulse duration. This assessment is further supported by the OTA data, which show that much of the optical signal is decayed by 100 ps. The different lifetimes of the MOF and the reference complex, as indicated by the XTA (and OTA) measurements, suggest the important role of delocalization and the framework in stabilizing the charge-separated excited states. In the complex, the transferred electron in the CT excited state may be partially delocalized among the trinuclear iron sites (the analogous mixed-valence ground
state of the reference complex MVFe₃O–Ac, e.g., has been reported as “class II”
according to the Robin-Day classification system, i.e., partial charge delocalization,⁵¹ but
it is still limited to one iron-oxo cluster (i.e., intra-cluster charge delocalization only),
and, consequently, geminate charge recombination is the most likely deactivation
pathway. In the case of the MOF environment, these iron-oxo clusters are interconnected
by aromatic carboxylate linkers that appear to promote charge migration between
clusters, thereby delaying recombination via intercluster delocalization. Understanding
the mechanism and framework attributes that promote this charge migration is beyond the
scope of this study but is an important future research direction in the area of photoactive
MOF materials
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Chapter 4: Synthetic methods and characterization of transition metal doped MIL-125-NH₂ metal-organic frameworks

4.1 Introduction

Photocatalysis is an active area of research that requires harvesting photons to generate chemical energy that can be used to fuel many reactions. Traditionally, metal oxide-based semiconductors, such as TiO₂, Fe₂O₃, WO₃, ZnO, CeO₂, CdS, ZnS, MoO₃, ZrO₂, and SnO₂, have been studied for their application as photocatalysts¹. Of these, TiO₂ has been proven to be one of the most promising and attractive for a wide range of photocatalytic applications. Titanium dioxide has been widely explored for solar energy relevant photocatalysis applications thanks to its thermodynamically suitable band structure and the reversible photoredox behavior of the Ti centers, which can serve as catalytic sites.²-³ Initial work done by Fujishima and Honda explored the first photocatalytic application of TiO₂ for water photolysis⁴. The intrinsically large bandgap and common solid state structures of bulk TiO₂ however, lead to low utilization of the solar energy spectrum, rapid recombination of electron-hole pairs and therefore poor efficiencies⁵. Subsequent research has focused on enhancing the photocatalytic activity of TiO₂ to overcome its shortcomings via doping, dye-sensitization, and metal nanoparticle loading¹. Of these methods, one of the most widely used is transition metal doping. Several reports showed that doping TiO₂ with several transition metals shifted the absorption edge into the visible, thereby increasing photocatalytic ability⁶-⁹. To explain these effects, DFT simulations have been employed to understand changes to the band structure upon transition metal doping. Calculations showed that the 3d metal doping largely lowered the valence band or created a mid-gap state and as the atomic number of the dopant increased, so did localization of the photoexcited electron¹⁰.
Inspired by these findings, research has recently begun on the use and design of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) for photocatalytic applications. In contrast to the semiconductors that were conventionally studied as inorganic photocatalysts, the latest research showed promise in these permanently porous and crystalline, solid state materials composed of metal nodes and organic linkers. The nature of these materials makes them more amenable for intelligent design and therefore can be creatively optimized for a specific application, namely photocatalysis. Of the various reported photocatalytic MOFs, Ti(IV)-based MOFs have been of increasing interest. Inspired by the structure of TiO2, titanium-oxo based MOFs are regarded to be chemically and structurally stable, inexpensive, redox active, and form structurally stable coordination with a variety of linkers.

The first crystalline carboxylate-based Ti-MOF was reported in 2009, known as MIL-125. The framework is composed of cyclic Ti8O8(OH)4(COO)12 octamers with edge- and corner-sharing TiO5(OH) octahedra, linked by terephthalate (1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) linkers. In the presence of a sacrificial donor, under inert de-aerated conditions, UV irradiation of the MOF produced a white to dark blue color change upon photo-excitation into the ligand-to-metal cluster charge transfer (LCCT) generating a pseudo-stable Ti(III) center as confirmed by EPR spectroscopy. The darker color resulted from a newly created intervalence band and metal-centered d-d transition. The amine-functionalized analogue, MIL-125-NH2(Ti), containing aminoterephthalate linkers, was synthesized shortly after. The auxochrome-functionalized linker was used to extend the absorption of the MOF into the visible wavelength region, as has been demonstrated for other MOFs such as Zr-oxo based Uio-
Further band gap tuning has been attempted by altering the unoccupied frontier orbital energy level by borrowing the concept of heteroatom doping used in semiconductors, such as TiO$_2$\textsuperscript{16-20}. The first report of heterometal-doping in MIL-125-NH$_2$ involved incorporation of Cu(II) sites through a direct synthesis method.\textsuperscript{19} The authors reported improved photocatalytic capability of the Cu-doped MOF compared to the parent and ascribed this phenomenon to enhanced visible light absorption. Recent computational work predicts that substitution of certain heterometals at the Ti sites effectively produces more localized charge-separated excited states as electron density on the metal-oxo clusters is increased.\textsuperscript{21} As experimental verification of these theoretical findings, the authors also report a series of V-doped MIL-125-NH$_2$ MOFs with different loading percentages obtained via a similar direct synthesis route as in the Cu-doped version. In both these examples, XRD characterization revealed structures consistent with the MIL-125 topology but a dearth of evidence is presented for the presumed location of the metal dopant within the metal-oxo core.

This chapter focuses on expanding the set of transition metal-doped MIL125-NH$_2$ MOFs and providing evidence for the nodal cluster coordination of the heterometal. The series, as illustrated in figure 4.1 will be used as part of a systematic evaluation of heterometal dopant-induced MOF electronic structure changes.

\[
\text{V, Mn, Fe, or Cu}
\]
**Figure 4.1** Structure of MIL-125-NH$_2$, highlighting the octameric core containing the dopant (V, Mn, Fe, or Cu).

However, before these trends can be evaluated, a synthetic protocol for direct incorporation of a heterometal into the titanium cluster must be established. A number of different synthetic approaches have been studied for heterometal doping of MOF materials and these have been a topic of a few reviews$^{22-24}$. Of the reported methods, the three general synthetic strategies are: use of organic ligands with additional metal binding sites, post-synthetic metal exchange, or one-pot synthesis using multiple metal precursors$^{23}$. Direct synthesis of mixed metal MOFs using metalloligands, such as in porphyrin chemistry, allows for metals sites to be at the metal node or embedded within the linker$^{24}$. However, for the purposes of studying the impact of a heterometal on a ligand-to-cluster charge transfer, it is preferred to have physical distance between the antenna and the electron sink.

Transmetalation, or post-synthetic metal exchange is a doping method that involves incorporation of substitution of metal cations after synthesis of the homonuclear MOF. The procedure generally involves immersing the parent MOF in a saturated solution of the heterometal salt$^{23}$. However, this doping procedure suffers from slow exchange rates, requiring long immersion times and therefore the additional issue of unpredictable loading amounts of the dopant metal$^{22}$. For the purpose of studying the impact of a heterometal on the photoactivity generated by exciting into a LCCT electronic transition, it is necessary to have control over the position and loading percentage of the dopant metal within the framework. Furthermore, it is imperative to confirm true integration of
the heterometal within the MOF framework, rather than as metal nanoparticles or metal salt impurity co-crystallized with the parent MOF. Consequently, a one-pot synthesis to generate multi-metal MOFs proved to be the most promising method of direct heterometal incorporation. Direct synthesis requires that appropriate ratio mixtures of the different metal precursors are used during the synthesis of the MOF. While this method is more straightforward, it requires that the two metals, as well as the linker, are compatible to form the bimetallic MOF and that the heterometal is similar in ionic radius, charge density, and softness/hardness to the homonuclear MOF metal center/cluster.

In this chapter, the synthesis of MIL-125-NH₂ doped with V(III), Mn(II), Fe(III), and Cu(II) has been adapted using a one-pot direct synthetic method with doping ratios that stoichiometrically amount to one heterometal per Ti-oxo cluster. First row transition metals were selected based on the hard-soft acid basis theory with a comparable polarizability of 2.438 (based on anatase TiO₂)²⁵, as well as, comparable ionic radius (0.42 Å)²⁶. The initial focus is to prove successful incorporation of the heterometal in the Ti-cluster while maintaining the MIL125 topology and characterize the coordination environment. For comparison, transmetallation via post-synthetic metal exchange reaction was attempted for two of these transition metal doped frameworks, Cu(II) and Fe(III). Finally, the electronic structure is evaluated using UV/VIS Diffuse Reflectance as a first step in a systematic study to experimentally understand how the heterometal affects the LCCT electronic structure and dynamics.

4.2 Experimental Methods

4.2.1 Materials and Synthesis

4.2.1.1 Materials
Dry methanol, dry dimethylformamide (DMF), and anhydrous metal chloride (VCl₃, MnCl₂, FeCl₃, CuCl₂) dissolved in dried solvents, were further dried over molecular sieves prior to use. Titanium (IV) tert-butoxide (Ti(OC₄H₉)₄), and 2-aminoterephthalic acid (NH₂-BDC), were used without further purification.

4.2.1.2 Synthesis

MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) was as synthesized according to literature precedent with a slight modification¹⁹. 0.26 mL of Ti(OC₄H₉)₄ was measured into a Schlenk flask in a glove box. To the Schlenk flask, outside the glove box, 0.504 g of NH₂-BDC, 12.1 mL DMF and 1.4 mL methanol were added to the Schlenk flask under the flow of N₂. The solution was sonicated for 30 minutes and then a spatula tip full of CTMAB was added. The reaction mixture was then transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated to 150°C for 24 hours. The MOF was then centrifuged and resuspended with DMF and methanol 3 times. The supernatant was decanted after each washing.

MIL125-NH₂(Ti, M), targeting one heterometal/cluster doping level, was synthesized using a similar procedure to the parent, however, anhydrous metal chloride was combined with the linker and the solvents. Similarly, 0.26 mL of Ti(OC₄H₉)₄ was measured into a Schlenk flask in a glove box. Outside the glove box, a stoichiometric amount (7:1 Ti:M molar ratio) of anhydrous metal chloride dissolved in 12.1 mL DMF and 1.4 mL methanol was added to the Schlenk flask along with 0.504 g NH₂-BDC under constant flow of N₂gas. The reaction mixture was then transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated to 150°C for 24 hours. The MOF was then centrifuged and resuspended with DMF and
methanol 3 times. The supernatant was decanted after each washing. Synthesis of MIL125-NH2(Ti,Cu) and MIL125-NH2(Ti,Fe) via a transmetallation was attempted by first activating the as-synthesized MIL-125-NH2(Ti) under vacuum at 160°C for 24 hours. The activated framework was transferred, under N2 gas, to a scintillation vial. Dry methanol was saturated with the anhydrous metal salt (CuCl2 or FeCl3) and added to the vial and stirred for 20 minutes. After soaking in the undisturbed vial for 7 days, the samples were isolated by centrifugation and washed three times with methanol and DMF to remove excess salt.

4.2.2 Characterization and Methods

4.2.2.1 Characterization

Powder XRD patterns were recorded using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE ECO Diffractometer. Steady-state electronic absorption spectra were collected using a Cary Varian UV–visible–near-infrared (NIR) spectrophotometer. Solid-state powder samples were ground thoroughly and measured undiluted using a Diffuse Reflectance accessory (Harrick Scientific). Solution based measurements were conducted in a 2mm cuvette. Samples were suspended in acetonitrile and centrifuged at 2.5 krpm for 20 minutes. This washing procedure was repeated 7 times to ensure no residual linker was left.

4.2.2.2 X-ray absorption Spectroscopy

X-ray absorption data were collected at the V K-edge (5465 eV), Mn K-Edge (6539 eV), Fe K-edge (7112 eV), and Cu K-edge (8979 eV) at Beamline 8-ID (ISS) at the National Synchrotron Light Source II at Brookhaven National Laboratory using a damping wiggler source and Si(111) double crystal monochromator. The monochromatic
beam spot size was 1 mm. A metal foil was used as the reference for energy calibration. Powder MOF samples were measured undiluted in fluorescence mode using a passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) fluorescence detector and Z-1 filters. All data were collected at room temperature. Thirty continuous-scan spectra were collected, each with 1 minute total acquisition time, and averaged. No more than 10 scans were collected on one spot to minimize x-ray damage. Negligible X-ray damage was observed with sequential scans within 10 scans per spot.

Ti K-edge (4966 eV) X-ray absorption data were collected, in transmission mode, at 9-BM at Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Lab using a Si(111) crystal monochromator. The monochromatized beam was generated with a 500µm x 500µm spot size. A Ti-metal foil was used as a reference for energy calibration. All samples were measured undiluted and data was collected at room temperature.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 XRD

Following the synthesis of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) and the transition metal doped frameworks, MIL125-NH$_2$(Ti,M) using both direct synthesis and transmetallation procedures, the crystallinity and phase of each MOF sample was evaluated using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), as shown in Figures 4.2 through 4.8.
Figure 4.2  Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\textsuperscript{14} (gray), MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti) (black), MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti,V) (green), MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti,Mn) (navy), MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti,Fe) (purple), and MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti,Cu) (orange). Diffraction patterns are offset for clarity.
Figure 4.3: Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\(^{14}\) (black), TiO\(_2\) anatase (red), TiO\(_2\) rutile (blue), V\(_2\)O\(_3\) (pink), and MIL-125-NH\(_2\)(Ti,V) (green).

Figure 4.4: Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\(^{14}\) (black), TiO\(_2\) anatase (red), TiO\(_2\) rutile (blue), MnO (pink), and MIL-125-NH\(_2\)(Ti,Mn) (navy).
Figure 4.5 Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\textsuperscript{14} (black), TiO\textsubscript{2} anatase (red), TiO\textsubscript{2} rutile (blue), Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} (pink), Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} (green), and MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti,Fe) (purple)

Figure 4.6 Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\textsuperscript{14} (black), TiO\textsubscript{2} anatase (red), TiO\textsubscript{2} rutile (blue), CuO (pink), and MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti,Cu) (orange)
Figure 4.7 Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\textsuperscript{14} (black), TiO\textsubscript{2} anatase (red), TiO\textsubscript{2} rutile (blue), CuO (pink), and CuCl\textsubscript{2} soaked MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2} (turquoise)

Figure 4.8 Powder X-ray diffraction of MIL-125 simulated\textsuperscript{14} (black), TiO\textsubscript{2} anatase (red), TiO\textsubscript{2} rutile (blue), Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} (pink), Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} (green) and FeCl\textsubscript{3} soaked MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2} (lime green)

As seen in the XRD comparisons, the diffraction patterns of the doped MOFs obtained via direct synthesis generally match that of the parent MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti) framework and the pattern simulated from the reported MIL-125 crystal structure,\textsuperscript{14} with some minor discrepancies in the case of the Mn-doped MOF. The inconsistencies seen in MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2}(Ti, Mn) may indicate some contribution of the heteroatom-induced structural distortion or mixed phase. Additionally, the XRD patterns of the Cu and Fe-doped MIL\textsubscript{125}-NH\textsubscript{2} frameworks obtained via post-synthetic modification methods match closely to those obtained via direct synthesis, indicating that the structures are preserved
upon extended soaking in the saturated heterometal ion solutions. Furthermore, comparing each of the MOF experimental XRD patterns with those of several metal oxide materials confirms the absence of these common side products and the purity of the MOF structures.

4.3.2 X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a powerful, element-specific technique that can be used to probe the geometry, coordination environment, and oxidation state of the element of interest. We used XAS, measured at both the Ti and the corresponding heterometal K-edges, to shed light on the electronic and geometric structures of the metal sites in the MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,M) frameworks. The Ti K-edge X-ray absorption near edge spectra (XANES) of the parent MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) compared to TiO₂ are shown in Figure 4.9. The similarity in edge position of TiO₂ compared to the MOF confirms that Ti centers are +4 oxidation state. Furthermore, MIL-125-NH₂ exhibits a pre-edge structure containing 3 prominent features due to quadrupolar and dipolar transitions on the Ti metal center that are a signature of hexacoordinated Ti-oxo distorted octahedra. Although the energy of the pre-edge features are similar for MIL-125-NH₂ and TiO₂, the intensities are quite different. The increased intensity in the pre-edge feature for MIL-125-NH₂ most likely reflects a more distorted octahedral geometry than that of TiO₂.
Figure 4.9 Ti K-edge XAS of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) (black), TiO₂ anatase (red), and TiO₂ rutile (blue)

Further insights on the average local coordination of the Ti sites can be provided through comparison of the Ti K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra. The EXAFS spectrum, plotted in R space of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) is shown in Figure 4.10, as well as a few representative single scattering paths.
Figure 4.10 Experimental EXAFS of MIL-125-NH₂ with calculated scattering paths plotted in R space

The calculated scattering paths were generated using FEFF in the program Artemis²⁸ using the MIL-125 crystal structure¹⁴. The comparison between the experimental spectra and generated paths indicates that the first shell is dominated by contribution from the oxygen scattering paths. The second shell mainly arises from carbon and the nearest Ti scattering paths. The farther adjacent Ti center primarily
contributes to the third shell feature. The structural ramifications of the transition metal doping can also be probed using Ti K-edge XAS. The XANES of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) and MIL-125-NH₂(Ti, M) MOFs collected at the Ti K-edge are shown in Figure 4.11. All display nearly identical pre-edge features to one another, suggesting Ti(IV) centers with similar electronic structure and geometry. Therefore, the similarity between the XANES of the doped and undoped MOF samples indicates that upon heterometal incorporation, there is no significant change to the local geometry or oxidation state of the Ti centers. However, because the spectrum represents an average over all the Ti centers in the octameric ring, the technique is not sensitive to slight distortions of geometry associated with the substitution of one Ti metal with a heterometal. Despite this, it appears that the inclusion of the heterometal does not further alter the pre-edge features and therefore the average electronic structure of the Ti sites.

Figure 4.12 depicts Ti K-edge EXAFS spectra of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti), and the transition metal-doped versions, with the exception of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,V). Collection of the EXAFS spectrum for this MOF was not possible due to the proximity of the V K-edge (5465 eV) which severely limited the Ti K-edge (4966 eV) data collection energy range. For the remaining MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,M) MOFs, for which Ti-K-edge EXAFS spectra were collected, their comparison shows similar peaks, indicating comparable local environments about the Ti sites. The Mn-doped MIL-125-NH₂ exhibits the greatest deviation among the MOFs, possibly due to greater disorder. This observation is in agreement with the XRD characterization, which also suggested greater disorder in the Mn-doped MOF.
Figure 4.11 Ti K-edge XAS of MIL-125-NH₂ (black), V-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (green), Mn-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (navy), Fe-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (purple), and Cu-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (orange).

Figure 4.12 Ti K-edge EXAFS plotted in R space of MIL-125-NH₂ (black), Mn-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (navy), Fe-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (purple), and Cu-doped MIL-125-NH₂ (orange).
In order to gain more information on the surrounding geometry of the dopant metal and confirm true incorporation into the framework, XAS measurements were conducted at the corresponding heterometal K-edges. XANES spectra can reveal coordination geometry and oxidation state of the dopant metal, providing information on the local coordination environment and evidence for direct incorporation in the MOF. Comparison with standards of alternative oxidation states or known chemical environment can be used to understand the spectral features, as well as, make assessment of dopant metal speciation. 

To confirm the coordination environment and oxidation state of the heterometal in MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Cu), the Cu K-edge spectra were measured for this MOF and several reference materials as shown in Figure 4.13. These references represent possible alternative ways Cu could incorporate in MIL-125-NH₂(Ti); as CuO, the starting material metal chloride, CuCl₂, or as Cu(0) nanoparticles. The spectrum of the MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Cu) resembles closely to what has been reported for Cu(II) doped TiO₂. The edge features and white line shape are used to diagnose the oxidation state and coordination geometry of the Cu dopant. As shown in Figure 4.13, the edge position of the Cu-doped MOF closely matches that of CuO and other previously published Cu(II) octahedral species while the white line intensity is quite different. The edge position differs from that of the starting material, CuCl₂, despite having the same oxidation state because of differences in coordination geometry which can affect the shape and position of the rising edge.
The Cu K-edge EXAFS region provides further indication of the coordination of the Cu in the directly synthesized Cu-doped MOF. MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Cu) has a feature in the first coordination shell similar to that found in CuO which has been assigned to the Cu-O scattering path\textsuperscript{30}. However, the Cu-Cl and Cu-Cu scattering paths are clearly absent from the MOF. Additionally, the rest of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Cu) scattering peaks, outside the Cu-O scattering, do not match any of the other references. Therefore, this EXAFS comparison indicates that the Cu in the MOF does not exist as CuO, Cu metal nanoparticles, or CuCl₂.
**Figure 4.13** Left Cu K-edge XANES and Right: EXAFS plotted in R space of CuO (black), CuCl₂ (red), Cu foil (blue), MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Cu) (green), and CuCl₂ soaked MIL-125-NH₂ (turquoise).

Figure 4.14 shows the normalized Fe K-edge XANES spectra of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) and corresponding Fe reference materials. The doped MOF is compared to Fe₂O₃ the starting metal chloride, FeCl₃, and iron metal. This comparison provides evidence that the Fe(III) centers are truly incorporated into the titanium-oxo clusters of the MOF. As seen in the inset of Figure 4.14, the pre-edge feature of the doped MOF resembles that of Fe₂O₃, showing a nearly unresolved low intensity, doublet feature due to the excitation into the two sets of d orbitals split by an octahedral field, indicating a similar octahedral coordination environments of the Fe centers in these materials. Additionally, the energy of the rising edge of the MOF spectrum, as compared to the reference spectra, confirms that the Fe dopant is in the +3 oxidation state within the MOF.

Qualitative assessment of the EXAFS indicates the first coordination shell of the MOF is similar to that of the Fe₂O₃; this peak has been previously assigned to be primarily due to Fe-O scattering. The Fe-Fe and Fe-Cl scattering paths are absent in the MOF which is consistent with the XANES results, indicating that the Fe centers are likely incorporated in cluster sites within the framework rather than as these possible contaminants.
**Figure 4.14** Left Fe K-edge XANES and Right: EXAFS plotted in R space of Fe$_2$O$_3$ (black), FeCl$_3$ (red), Fe foil (blue), and MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) (light green).

Figure 4.15 shows the normalized Mn K-edge XANES spectra of the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti, Mn) and corresponding Mn materials representing possible other ways in which Mn could be incorporated into the framework, namely as an oxide, MnO, the starting metal chloride, MnCl$_2$, or metallic manganese nanoparticles. The pre-edge feature of the doped MOF resembles that of MnO and MnCl$_2$, revealing a low intensity, broadened, doublet feature, confirming that dopant is in a similar octahedrally coordination environment as the Mn(II) sites of the standards$^{27-29}$. However, the shape of the...
absorption edge for the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Mn) differs compared to the MnO or MnCl$_2$, indicating that the Mn incorporated into the framework is not in the form of these species. For Mn(II), the centroid position of the pre-edge feature is oxidation state diagnostic. Because the position of the pre-edge feature for MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Mn) appears at an identical energy as the Mn(II) standards, we can conclude that the Mn(II) site is in the +2 oxidation state$^{32}$. 

The EXAFS shown in Figure 4.15 can provide further insight on the neighboring atoms to the Mn dopant. The peaks present in MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Mn) in the first coordination shell are similar to that seen in the MnO standard, which has been previously assigned to the Mn-O scattering paths and suggests that the Mn may be directly incorporated into the MOF.
Figure 4.15 Left Mn K-edge XANES and Right: EXAFS plotted in R space of MnO (black), MnCl₂ (red), Mn foil (blue), and MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Mn) (green)

Figure 4.16 shows the normalized V K-edge XANES spectra of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,V) and corresponding V materials representing possible other ways in which V could be incorporated into the framework; the starting metal chloride, VCl₃ and vanadium metal. Due to toxicity issues, V₂O₃ and V₂O₄ could not be measured, but the reported spectra have an edge energy at 5475.0 and 5478.1³³ eV and a pre-edge feature at 5469.1 and 5470.4³⁴ eV, respectively. The similarity of the pre-edge feature in the
spectrum of the MOF with that of V$_2$O$_4$ as well as VCl$_3$ signify a comparably octahedrally coordinated V center. However, the shift in the edge to higher energy, compared to that of the VCl$_3$ indicative of V(IV) oxidation state.

The EXAFS spectrum shown in Figure 4.16 is somewhat inconclusive. Clearly, the V-V scattering path, seen in the V foil, is absent in the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,V). However, because the V$_2$O$_3$ was not measured, comparison of those scattering paths, which may indicate first shell coordination to oxygen, cannot be determined. Despite this, the EXAFS of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,V) appears quite different than that of VCl$_3$ or V foil, indicating the V species is different than these two alternative coordination environments.
Figure 4.16 Left V K-edge XANES and Right: EXAFS plotted in R space of VCl₃ (red), V foil (blue), and MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,V) (green)

XAS characterization at either the Fe or Cu K-edge of the MOFs that underwent post synthetic treatments with Fe(III) and Cu(II) in attempts to dope the metal-oxo clusters via transmetallation are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.13. Comparison with the direct synthesis versions of the Cu doped framework shows slightly altered pre-edge and edge positions of the post-synthetically doped Cu-MOF, however the edge features in the two spectra differ. The EXAFS reveals nearly identical peaks in the first two shells for CuO and post-synthetically doped MOF. However, the Cu-Cl and Cu-Cu scattering paths are absent in the CuCl₂ soaked MOF. The analysis of speciation of the Cu in the transmetallated MOF is not as straightforward as the direct synthesis MOF, however, the XAS data suggests that there could be mixed phases of Cu within the MOF.

The Fe(III) post-synthetically doped MOF XANES included in the overlay in Figure 4.14 has an edge that is shifted to lower energy compared to the direct synthesis MOF, potentially indicating a reduction of the iron. However, the low intensity, double feature pre-edge suggests that the iron site is in an octahedral coordination environment. Comparison of the EXAFS shows that the first two coordination shells in the transmetallated MOF are due to Fe-O scattering, as seen in the Fe₂O₃ or the direct synthesis MOF. Like the direct synthesis MOF, there is an absence of the Fe-Fe scattering peak, indicating that the Fe in the MOF does not exist as Fe metal nanoparticles or Fe₂O₃. However, due to the edge shift seen in the XANES, it’s possible
that the Fe in the post-synthetically doped MOF is a different speciation than that in the direct synthesis.

Upon qualitative comparison of the scattering peaks in the experimental spectra of the transition metal doped MIL-125-NH$_2$ with the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti), shown in Figure 4.17, it seems probable the heterometals in all the MOFs, with the except of vanadium, are in a similar coordination environment to the coordination of the titanium sites in the parent MOF. In the first coordination shell, each of the MOFs displays a similar peak, likely due to the metal-oxygen scattering. Notably, the peak position in the heterometal doped MOFs appear at slightly different scattering distances compared to that of the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) spectrum. This shift signifies differences in metal-oxygen bond lengths. The longer distance seen in the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) is expected based on the typical range of reported Fe-O bond lengths (1.94–2.12 Å)$^{37}$ compared to Ti-O bond lengths (1.94 Å).$^{38}$ All other metal dopants show a similar increase in first shell distance.
Figure 4.17 Experimental EXAFS spectra plotted in R space of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) (black), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Mn) (navy), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) (pink), and MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Cu) (green).

4.3.3 Optical Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy

The optical electronic absorption spectra for the MOF materials were obtained through UV/vis diffuse reflectance (DR) measurements of the solid-state powders as shown in Figure 4.18. These MOFs all exhibit a similar absorption spectrum with a $n\rightarrow\pi^*$ transition of the aminated linker with peak maxima just below 400nm that takes on LCCT character upon incorporation in the MOF as evidenced by additional intensity in the visible region$^{39}$. This feature appears further red shifted in the doped MOF spectra, as highlighted by comparison of the spectra with those of the parent MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) framework as well as the NH$_2$- BDC linker. While the red shift of the feature indicates a lower energy state that is likely localized on the heterometal, periodic trends are difficult to establish at this stage given the broad, poorly resolved spectra and different sample-dependent scattering signal contributions.
**Figure 4.18** UV/VIS Diffuse Reflectance spectra of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) (black), 2-aminoterephthalic acid (gray), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,V)(green), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Mn) (navy), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) (purple), and MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Cu) (orange).

### 4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) was successfully doped via the one pot method using V(III), Mn(II), Fe(III), and Cu(II) chloride salt precursors. To synthesize each sample, a stoichiometric amount of the transition metal salt was added to the synthesis targeting a framework with 1 heterometal site substituting a Ti(IV). The crystallinity of each new
MOF was confirmed using PXRD and the structure was consistent with the parent MIL-125-NH₂(Ti).

Further structural insight was provided by qualitative analysis of the X-ray absorption spectra at the Ti and heterometal K-edges. Comparison of the heterometal K-edge XANES region indicated that the dopants were unique with respect to the possible contaminants. The pre-edge and edge position, as well as the shape of the spectra for each heterometal, with the exception of V, were consistent with a distorted octahedral coordination environment with the presumed oxidation state. Further evidence of the inclusion of the dopant metal into the titanium-oxo cluster was seen in the EXAFS region of the spectrum. Qualitative assessment of each of the scattering paths within the first three coordination spheres confirmed that it is probable that the heterometal is octahedrally coordinated to six oxygens, with two neighboring Ti centers, such as found for each titanium site in the homonuclear MOF. Given these results, we were able to reasonably conclude, except in the case of V, that the coordination and geometry of the heterometal indicated true incorporation of the metal into the titanium-oxo cluster.

Beyond analysis of the location of the dopant metal in the framework, we preliminarily explored the impact of the heterometal center on the electronic nature of the MOF. Previously, the electronic spectrum of the parent MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) has been reported to have a ligand-to-cluster charge transfer (LCCT) transition extending from the UV to visible region of the spectrum. To date, the electronic impact of a dopant on the LCCT state has not been investigated. While the true nature of the LCCT state in response to doping is a topic of chapter 5 of this thesis (for the Fe-doped version), we observed changes in the electronic spectrum of each doped MOF. Based on our diffuse reflectance
spectra, it appears that the dopant metal has an obvious effect on the nature of the LCCT transition. In all metals, the solid-state UV/VIS spectrum reveals an appearance of a low energy shoulder due to the presence of the heterometal. However, to unravel the nature of the underlying transitions in the broad absorption envelop, future pump-probe optical and x-ray studies are needed
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Chapter 5: Direct evidence for heterometal incorporation and its participation in the photoinduced charge separated excited state of MIL125-NH₂

5.1 Introduction

Hybrid materials, such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), offer new opportunities as photocatalysts through their rich chemical and structural diversity that allows incorporating accessible catalytic sites and tailoring optoelectronic properties. MOFs are porous solid state networks composed of self-assembled metal ions or clusters connected through coordination bonds with organic or organometallic linkers. 1-5 Photocatalytic behavior in MOFs can be promoted through inclusion of transition metal centers with multiple stable oxidation states and linker sites that can accommodate stable radical entities in the excited state. MIL-125 is a titanium-based MOF, containing octameric Ti-oxo clusters connected in three dimensions by terephthalate linkers. 6 Reversible Ti⁴⁺/Ti³⁺ redox conversion at the metal node sites within the framework is accessible through photoinduced linker-to-cluster charge transfer (LCCT). 6-7 This redox event has been explored for reactions such as photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide, although UV-wavelength light irradiation is required to access the LCCT transition. Consequently, it is also desirable to tune the photoredox properties and extend the range of usable absorption wavelengths further into the visible region without simultaneously introducing high rates of photogenerated charge recombination. Typically, modification of the linker or the metal node can offer greater visible light absorption. Functionalization of the linker, such as been reported for UiO-66, showed that upon amination of the terephthalic acid (1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid) linker, caused a bathochromic shift in the absorption spectrum 8. This method of linker functionalization has been applied to MIL-125, extending the LCCT absorption band to just over 550 nm 9. As a result, the newly
functionalized framework has been promising for many photocatalytic applications such as CO₂ reduction⁹ and oxidation of amines¹⁰. More recent investigation has continued to reduce the fast electron-hole recombination rate that is detrimental to photocatalytic efficiency. Borrowing from the heteroatom doping strategies used in traditional inorganic semiconductors like TiO₂¹¹-¹⁴, analogous modifications of MIL-125(Ti) and other Ti-based MOFs have been explored for this purpose¹⁵-¹⁹ through direct metal site incorporation/substitution. One of the first reports of this type of modification was Cu-incorporated MIL-125NH₂(Ti) frameworks with up to 5% loading through direct synthesis. This recent report found enhanced photocatalytic activity for CO₂ reduction in the Cu-loaded framework compared to the parent MIL-125NH₂(Ti) catalyst.¹⁶, ¹⁸

Despite these promising first steps, the local coordination of the doped transition metal and their participation in the photoinduced charge separated excited state is not well understood. A theoretical investigation of metal doping in MIL-125-NH₂ and UiO-66-NH₂ examined the effect on the highest occupied crystal orbital (HOCO) and lowest unoccupied crystal orbital (LUCO) energy gap upon substituting different d⁰ metals into the metal-oxo core. Experimental and theoretical treatment found a red shift of the LCCT state upon addition of the dopant metals with acceptor orbitals below the LUCO of the parent framework, resulting in electron localization onto the heterometal²⁰.

In Chapter 4, a series of 3d transition metal dopants were introduced into MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) and the incorporation was evaluated using a variety of characterization techniques. This chapter explores in more detail the Fe-doped version, MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe), as one of the doped MOF series where substitution of one Ti(IV) center per octameric cluster with Fe(III) was most evident. Previous reports have found that incorporation of Fe into
TiO$_2$ increases photoactivity by lowering the conduction band, and creating trap states that delays charge recombination$^{21}$. Here, we explore the analogous Fe doping in MIL-125-NH$_2$, specifically the role of a directly incorporated octahedrally coordinated, d$^5$ high spin Fe center on the MOF LCCT state, electronic structure, and dynamics. Based on the theoretical approach of Syzgantseva et al., the relative energy levels of the dopant metal with respect to the parent MOF can be approximated by referring to the HOCO-LUCO positions of the corresponding metal oxide$^{20}$. Fe$_2$O$_3$ has a band gap of 2.20 eV and an electronegativity of 5.88 eV$^{22}$, therefore, the high reducibility of Fe$_2$O$_3$, small band gap, and lower energy of the LUCO with respect to MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) should provide an electron sink for extending the charge recombination lifetime compared to that found in the parent MOF. Based on this hypothesis, we expected that upon population of the LUCO of MIL-125-NH$_2$, the photo-excited electron would localize onto the d$^5$ Fe(III) site, generating a transient Fe$^{2+}$ species.

Both steady state and time-resolved XAS are ideally suited for investigation of the Fe site coordination and electronic structure dynamics upon MOF LCCT state population. X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopy is a synchrotron-based pump-probe method requiring a laser-pump and an X-ray probe. Measurements can track structural and oxidation state changes induced by laser excitation, tuned to induce a specific electronic transition. Because of the element specificity, XTA has become an important tool for investigating the photochemistry of both molecular$^{23-33}$ and solid-state$^{34-37}$ metal-based systems, including the study on MIL-100, as shown in Chapter 3 of this thesis$^{38}$. Here Fe K-edge XTA is an important tool in investigating the nature of the LCCT which evades definitive assignment using more conventional methods such as optical transient
absorption (OTA) spectroscopy, which is used here as a supplemental method to characterize the dynamics of this electron transfer process.

**Figure 5.1** Left: Structure of MIL-125-NH₂, highlighting the octameric core containing the Fe(III) dopant. Right: Energy level diagram, representing the reduction in HOCO-LUCO gap after introduction of Fe center to the core.

### 5.2 Experimental Methods

#### 5.2.1 Synthesis and Materials

##### 5.2.1.1 Materials

Dry methanol, dry dimethylformamide (DMF), and anhydrous iron (III) chloride dissolved in dried solvents, were further dried over molecular sieves prior to use. Titanium (IV) tert-butoxide (Ti(OC₄H₉)₄), 2-aminoterephthalic acid (NH₂-BDC), and cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide, (CTMAB) were used without further purification.

##### 5.2.1.2 Synthesis

MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) was synthesized according to literature precedent with a slight modification. 0.26 mL of Ti(OC₄H₉)₄ was measured into a Schlenk flask in a glove box.
To the Schlenk flask, outside the glove box, 0.504 g of NH$_2$-BDC, 12.1 mL DMF and 1.4 mL methanol were added to the Schlenk flask under the flow of N$_2$. The solution was sonicated for 30 minutes and then a spatula tip full of CTMAB was added. The reaction mixture was then transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated to 150ºC for 24 hours. The MOF was then centrifuged and resuspended with DMF and methanol 3 times. The supernatant was decanted after each washing.

MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) was synthesized using a similar procedure to the parent all Ti(IV) MOF, however, anhydrous iron (III) chloride was combined with the linker and the solvents. Similarly, 0.26 mL of Ti(OC$_4$H$_9$)$_4$ was measured into a Schlenk flask in a glove box. To the Schlenk flask, outside the glove box, a stoichiometric amount of anhydrous FeCl$_3$ dissolved in 12.1 mL DMF and 1.4 mL methanol was added, as well as, 0.504 g of NH$_2$-BDC, were added to under the flow of N$_2$. The solution was sonicated for 30 minutes and then a spatula tip full of CTMAB was added. The reaction mixture was then transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated to 150ºC for 24 hours. The MOF was then centrifuged and resuspended with DMF and methanol 3 times. The supernatant was decanted after each washing.

5.2.2 Characterization

Powder XRD patterns were recorded using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE ECO Diffractometer. Steady-state electronic absorption spectra were collected using a Cary Varian UV–visible–near-infrared (NIR) spectrophotometer. Solid-state powder samples were ground thoroughly and measured undiluted using a diffuse reflectance (DR) accessory (Harrick Scientific). Solution and liquid samples were measured in a 2mm cuvette.
Samples were suspended in DMF and centrifuged at 2.5 krpm for 20 minutes. This washing procedure was repeated 4 times to ensure removal of residual linker was left.

### 5.2.3 Optical Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Optical transient absorption spectra were measured using Light Conversion Inc. ultrafast spectroscopy system. The system consists of a Harpia pump-probe spectrometer, an adjustable repetition rate “one box” Pharos-SP laser with Yb:KGW pumped design and an Orpheus-F hybrid optical parametric amplifier used to generate the pump pulse and also the probe pulse through white light continuum generation from the idler. Measurements were conducted using a 400 nm pump pulse wavelength and white light probe at 10 kHz repetition rate. Liquid samples were prepared by suspending 250 mg of MOF in dimethylformamide (DMF) and centrifuging at 2.5 krpm for 20 minutes. The supernatant containing the smallest suspended MOF nanoparticles was measured in a 2mm cuvette with concentration adjusted to achieve optical density of ~0.3-0.5. The UV/VIS of the suspensions were measured before and after OTA measurements.

### 5.2.4 Steady State X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy

X-ray absorption data were collected at the Fe K-edge (7112 eV) at Beamline 8-ID (ISS) at the National Synchrotron Light Source II at Brookhaven National Laboratory using a damping wiggler source and Si(111) double crystal monochromator. The monochromatic beam spot size was 1 mm. A Fe metal foil was used as the reference for energy calibration. Powder MOF sample was measured undiluted in fluorescence mode using a PIPS detector with Mn Z-1 filtering. All data were collected at room temperature. Thirty continuous-scan spectra were collected, each with 1 min. total acquisition time, and averaged. No more
than 10 scans were collected on one spot to minimize x-ray damage. Negligible X-ray damage was observed with sequential scans within 10 scans per spot.

EXAFS data were processed and analyzed using the Demeter program package. Fourier Transform spectra were obtained using $k^2$ weighting and a $\chi(k)$ range from 2.5 to 11 Å$^{-1}$. Fitting was performed in R space over the range of 1 to 3.8 Å using a fitting model derived from the reported crystal structure for MIL-125-NH$_2$ with 1 Ti site substituted with Fe. Theoretical scattering paths derived from this model and associated EXAFS fitting parameters are summarized in Table 5.1 along with the best fit values.

5.2.5 X-Ray Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

The X-ray transient absorption (XTA) measurements were performed at 11-ID-D, Advanced Photon Source (APS), at Argonne National Lab. The laser pump source was the second-harmonic output of a fs Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplified laser: 400 nm, 100 fs full width-half-maximum (fwhm) and 10 kHz repetition rate. The X-ray was Hybrid Fill RHB (Singlet) mode, where an intense X-ray pulse with 16% of the total average photon flux was separated in time from other weak X-ray pulses. The intense X-ray pulse with 118 ps fwhm and 271.5 kHz repetition rate was used as the probe.

Samples were prepared in acetonitrile. 250 mg of sample was suspended in acetonitrile and sonicated for 30 minutes. Samples were left undisturbed for at least 2 hours to allow unsuspended larger particles to settle and the supernatant was used for measurement. To minimize photodamage, the suspended sample was purged with acetonitrile-saturated nitrogen and circulated in a closed-loop jet flow assembly during data collection. The complete experimental setup has been described elsewhere. In brief, the laser pump and
X-ray probe beams were spatially and temporally overlapped at the 600 μm diameter sample stream. The laser fluence used in the measurements is ~40 μJ/mm2. The X-ray fluorescence signal was detected by two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) positioned at 90° angle on both sides of the incident X-ray beam. A third APD detector, collecting upstream X-ray scattering, was used for the normalization. A Z-1 (Mn) filter/soller slit filter combination, which was custom-designed for the specific sample chamber configuration and the distance between the sample and the detector, was inserted between the sample fluid jet and the APD detectors to reduce the scattering background. Twenty-eight X-ray absorption spectra were collected and averaged at 100 ps (nominal time zero) delay time between the laser pulse and synchronized X-ray bunch. Spectra obtained using several X-ray bunches prior to the synchronized bunch were used to generate an average “pre-time zero” XTA spectrum. Spectra were also collected in the absence of laser light for comparison. Time scans were collected by monitoring the signal at 7.123 keV as a function of delay time ranging from – 0.2 ns to 36 ns between the laser pulse and synchronized x-ray bunch. The XTA signal derived from the next two subsequent x-ray bunches separated by 3.68 microseconds from one another, were collected simultaneously, as well.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization

The MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) and MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) frameworks were synthesized with modification to literature precedent\(^{18}\). In both syntheses, CTMAB was added as a surfactant to promote MOF nanoparticles formation and suspension. This method of surfactant-assisted nanoparticle synthesis has been previously reported for MIL-125-NH₂(Ti)\(^{42}\). For our studies, it was necessary to have a stable colloidal suspension so that
the sample was compatible with the flow jet assembly used for the XTA experiments. Additionally, the small particle size reduced the amount of light scattering in the optical measurements. The crystallinity of both nanoparticle MOF samples was verified using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), shown in Figure 5.2.

![Figure 5.2 PXRD of MIL-125 simulated (black), MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) (orange), MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) (purple)](image)

**Figure 5.2** PXRD of MIL-125 simulated\(^1\) (black), MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) (orange), MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) (purple)

### 5.3.2 Optical Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy

The optical electronic absorption spectra for the MOF materials were obtained through transmission absorption measurements of the colloidal nanoparticle suspensions and diffuse reflectance (DR) measurements of the solid-state powders. The transmission spectra for the NH₂-BDC linker, MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) and MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) framework suspensions in DMF are shown in Figure 5.3. The MOFs and linker all display an absorption spectrum exhibiting a feature in the near UV with a maximum between 350 and 400 nm. This main feature is attributed to a \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition localized on the aminated
linker. For the MOF systems, this band extends into the visible region and gains LCCT character upon linker incorporation with the metal-oxo clusters, as previously reported\textsuperscript{44}. The colloidal suspensions of both MOF samples produce scattering backgrounds, in their UV/VIS spectra that differ depending on the variations in particle size. Differences in scattering background may obscure low intensity features and make comparison of the electronic transitions in this wavelength region difficult. Therefore, we turned to UV/VIS diffuse reflectance spectra which have more consistent scattering background, to evaluate these valence transitions. As shown in Figure 5.4, the same dominant features are present as shown in the transmission UV/VIS spectra, however, a shoulder in the visible region is clearly absent from the linker spectrum and more pronounced in the Fe-doped MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2} system; the appearance of this red shifted feature may indicate transitions involving lower energy “trap” states due to introduction of the Fe heterometal sites.

![Figure 5.3 UV/VIS Spectra of MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2} (Ti) (orange) and MIL-125-NH\textsubscript{2} (Ti,Fe) (purple) suspended in DMF and 2-aminoterephthalic acid in CH\textsubscript{3}CN (black) ](image)
**Figure 5.4** Diffuse reflectance spectra of 2-aminoterephthalic acid (black), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) (orange) and MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) (purple)

### 5.3.3 Steady State X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

To better understand how the iron is incorporated within the framework, steady state X-ray absorption measurements were conducted at the Fe K-edge. Both XANES and EXAFS spectra of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) and several Fe references are depicted in Figure 5.5. As previously discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis, comparison of the XANES edge shift confirms the Fe$^{3+}$ oxidation state of the Fe species in the MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) while the overall shape indicates a distinct coordination devoid of metallic Fe, Fe$_2$O$_3$, or FeCl$_3$ impurities.
Comparison of the EXAFS spectra reveals that the Fe center in the MOF has a different coordination environment than that of Fe₂O₃, FeCl₃, or Fe foil. In the first coordination shell, Fe₂O₃ and the doped MOF have a feature at a similar scattering distance, however this peak has been attributed to the two inequivalent Fe-O scattering paths within the distorted octahedral coordination sphere\(^45\). Because we expect Fe in the doped MOF to have a comparable coordination environment, this similarity was expected. Furthermore, the absence of Fe-Fe or Fe-Cl peaks\(^45-46\) at longer scattering distances indicates that the MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) does not involve these types of Fe speciation or impurities.

**Figure 5.5** Left: Experimental Fe K-Edge XAS and Right: EXAFS plotted in R space of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) (black), Fe₂O₃ (red), FeCl₃ (blue), and Fe foil (pink).

Quantitative coordination information is provided by EXAFS fittings of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) spectrum in R space, as shown in Figure 5.5, along with a summary of the results listed in Table 5.1. Experimentally obtained EXAFS data were fit using a model derived from the reported crystal structure of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) with one titanium site substituted by iron as depicted in Figure 5.6. In this fit, all scattering path degeneracies
were fixed according to this model. Mild restraints were applied to the variable parameters to ensure physically meaningful values were obtained.

![Figure 5.6 Local coordination environment of MIL-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe)](image)

The six Fe-O single scattering paths, as defined and illustrated in the figure, were parameterized using a universal expansion/contraction multiplier variable and a single Debye-Waller factor ($\sigma^2$) to account for changes in the average first coordination sphere bond length and disorder during the fit. The two carbon single scattering paths (Fe-C$_1$ and Fe-C$_4$) were treated similarly to the oxygen paths, assigning one $\sigma^2$ and one expansion/contraction variable to both paths. The two single scattering paths involving the adjacent Ti sites (Ti$_1$ and Ti$_2$ in the model) as well as two distal oxygen scatterers (O1$_2$) and (O3$_2$) were each parameterized using separate distance and $\sigma^2$ variables.

Four multiple scattering paths were included in the fit as defined in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.7, Using the assumption that the C-O distance of the carboxylate moiety is fixed and defined by the crystal structure, the multiple scattering paths were varied using
expansion/contraction terms based on the triangular scattering geometry involved and therefore only the variables associated with the corresponding Fe-O and Fe-C single scattering path distances.

This EXAFS fit is consistent with iron coordinated in a distorted octahedral environment, like that of the Ti sites in the parent MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) structure. The fit also includes contributions from scattering paths beyond the first shell including neighboring Ti sites. The main structural deviation of the fit from the starting point of the model is that the first shell Fe-O bond lengths are longer than those of the Ti sites found in the parent MOF. The longer coordination bond is expected based on the typical range of reported Fe-O bond lengths (1.94–2.12 Å)⁴⁷ compared to Ti-O bond lengths (1.94 Å).⁴⁸ Furthermore, the fit suggests the titanium and carbon paths also change, as a result of iron doping. The expanded Fe-O coordination shell is compensated by the contraction of the longer Fe-Ti (Tifar) scattering path. Together with the XRD results, which show analogous single phase structure for the MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) and MIL-125-NH₂, this reasonable fit to the experimental MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) EXAFS spectrum using the modified MIL-125-NH₂(Ti) structure beyond just the first coordination shell, provides strong evidence that Fe is indeed incorporating into the octameric ring, substituting one of the Ti sites.
Figure 5.7 MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) EXAFS (solid) and corresponding EXAFS fit (dotted) with both magnitude (black) and real (red) spectrum shown.

Table 5.1 EXAFS Fitting Parameters and comparison with crystallographic data for MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>$R_{\text{cryst}}$ (Å)$^a$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{fit}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\Delta$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\sigma^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₁</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.89(9)</td>
<td>1.94(6) ± 0.017(2)</td>
<td>0.04(7) ± 0.017(2)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.94(6)</td>
<td>1.99(4) ± 0.017(6)</td>
<td>0.04(8) ± 0.017(6)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₃</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.98(7)</td>
<td>2.03(7) ± 0.018(0)</td>
<td>0.05(9) ± 0.018(0)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₄</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.98(7)</td>
<td>2.03(7) ± 0.018(0)</td>
<td>0.05(0) ± 0.018(0)</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Ti</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.76(8)</td>
<td>2.93(8) ± 0.07(4)</td>
<td>0.17(0) ± 0.07(4)</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Ti₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.55(2)</td>
<td>3.35(4) ± 0.01(7)</td>
<td>0.19(8) ± 0.01(7)</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-C₁</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.87(6)</td>
<td>3.03(5) ± 0.23(2)</td>
<td>0.15(9) ± 0.23(2)</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-C₄</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.00(1)</td>
<td>3.16(7) ± 0.24(2)</td>
<td>0.16(6) ± 0.24(2)</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₁₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.12(9)</td>
<td>2.96(2) ± 0.28(0)</td>
<td>0.16(7) ± 0.28(0)</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₃₂</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.35(9)</td>
<td>3.54(5) ± 0.16(9)</td>
<td>0.18(6) ± 0.16(9)</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₂₂</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.88(5)</td>
<td>3.93(4) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.04(9) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-O₁₄</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.92(7)</td>
<td>3.97(6) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.04(9) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-C₄O₃</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.98(4)</td>
<td>3.08(7) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.10(3) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-C₁O₁</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.13(0)</td>
<td>3.23(8) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.10(8) ± 0.00(0)</td>
<td>0.008 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Distances obtained from crystal structure of MIL125-NH₂(Ti) reported in ref 40, $S_0^2=1.00$ and $E^0$ was 1.7272 eV for all paths

$R=0.003$
5.3.4 Femtosecond Optical Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Ultrafast TA data for MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe), and the NH$_2$-BDC linker are shown in Figure 5.8. The spectra of the linker exhibits a transient absorption band that appears within the instrument response time, at $\lambda_{\text{max}}=585$ nm and subsists well beyond the experimentally available delay range with more than 80% of the signal remaining at the end of collection after 1 ns delay time. This transient absorption band can be assigned to the hole on the amine upon photo excitation of the n$\rightarrow$ $\pi^*$ transition. The early time spectra of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) show a similar transient absorption feature that overlaps with an additional broad and unstructured TA band throughout the visible that extends into the NIR wavelength range. The all-Ti version of this MOF, MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) exhibits TA spectra that are dominated by this broad redshifted band. As discussed below, the TA kinetics for both MOFs have faster components that dominate the decay that are not observed for the linker itself. Spectroelectrochemical studies were conducted on aminoterephthalate dimethyl ester and Ti$_8$O$_8$(OOCC(CH$_3$)$_3$)$_{16}$ molecular clusters, to identify the spectral signatures of the linker cation and reduced titanium-oxo cluster. The authors reported that an absorption feature, with $\lambda_{\text{max}}=530$ nm, is assigned to formation of the aminoterephthalatic radical cation. Additionally, they noted that the transient absorption feature would be red shifted, based on the overlap of this feature with the ground state bleach of the aminoterephthalate dimethyl ester. Furthermore, the spectra collected for the electrochemically generated radical anion of the Ti-oxo cluster showed a broad absorption band extending throughout the visible and IR range. In this study, which also focused on the excited state dynamics of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti), the TA data for the MOF was reported have nearly identical spectral shape and kinetics, as what we have observed for
the linker alone. In comparing our finding with this previous report, we believe the authors may have been observing loose linker contamination within their sample, which was responsible for the observed spectral shape and decay that they attributed to the MOF. Notably, the authors did not report the OTA data for the linker alone for comparison. In our work, we speculate that the feature around 585 nm in the spectrum of the Fe-doped MOF, that is mostly absent in the parent MOF may indicate a more localized hole on the linker associated with a charge separated state.

The kinetic traces obtained by monitoring TA signal at 585 nm are shown in Figure 5.8 along with fits to these decay signals. The multiexponential fitting results are summarized in Table 5.2. Comparing these kinetics in this ultrafast range reveals that transient absorption decay of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) is dominated by shorter sup-200ps lifetime components while the decay of the transient absorption of MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) has a dominant lifetime component on the order of 3 ns. While the signal appears to have completely decayed for MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) by 1 ns, nearly half of the TA signal remained at this delay time for MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe), indicating even longer lifetime components. The longer lifetimes may be attributed to the Fe dopant serving to delay electron-hole recombination and potentially acting as a “trap” site. However, this assignment of the nature of the LCCT state is not definitive, and further insight, particularly on the role of the Fe trap site, can be provided by element specific, time resolved techniques, such as X-ray transient absorption spectroscopy at the Fe K-edge.
Figure 5.8 Optical transient absorption left: kinetics of the BDC-NH$_2$ linker (black), MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti) (orange), and MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe) (purple) collected at 585 nm and right: the corresponding OTA spectra collected at pre-time zero (gray) and 1 ± 0.5 ps. All samples were measured in DMF solution.
Table 5.2 Fitting Results of Optical Transient Absorption 585 nm kinetics\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>2-aminoterephthalic acid</th>
<th>MIL-125-NH(_2)</th>
<th>MIL-125-NH(_2)(Ti,Fe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_1)</td>
<td>2119 ± 448 ps</td>
<td>2 ± 0.4 ps</td>
<td>7 ± 2 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_2)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>129 ± 17 ps</td>
<td>67 ± 15 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau_3)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>2960 ± 1185 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) The IRF was set to 250 fs for all fits

5.3.5 Fe K-edge X-Ray Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

Fe K-edge X-ray transient absorption spectroscopy (XTA) was used to elucidate the nature and dynamics of the LCCT excited state, particularly the role of the Fe dopant, in MIL-125-NH\(_2\)(Ti,Fe). Figure 5.9 highlights the changes seen between the XTA spectra collected using the X-ray bunch synchronized with the laser pump pulse and those collected using pre-time zero X-ray bunches, referred to as “laser on” and “laser off” spectra, respectively. An edge shift to lower energy is observed for the “laser on” spectrum that indicates a reduction of the iron site from Fe(III) to Fe(II)\(^49\). The difference spectra, depicted in the bottom of Figure 5.9, reveals a derivative-like feature emphasizing this transient edge shift to lower energy. These transient changes clearly indicate increased electron density at the iron site, associated with the population of charge-transfer excited state.
Figure 5.9 “laser on” (red) and “laser off” (black) Fe K-Edge XTA spectra of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe). The difference spectra between the “laser off” and “laser on” spectra. The black difference spectra represents the difference generated with the laser blocked. Inset: The kinetics collected 7.123 keV and corresponding fit.

Time scans collected by monitoring the XTA difference signal maximum at 7.123 keV produce the kinetic trace, shown in the inset of Figure 5.9. Successive X-ray bunches, after the synchronized bunch were simultaneously collected during these time scans to produce the extended kinetics depicted in Figure 5.10. Fitting these kinetics, as summarized in Table 5.3, reveals a fast component, approximately 2.3 ns, and at least two longer-lived components. The fast component is similar to the long lifetime measured by OTA, confirming the consistency and validity in combining the two methods in probing
these excited state dynamics that appear to be spread over a very large range of lifetimes. While too few data points on the microsecond time scale are available for accurate fitting of the lifetime, the decay trace clearly shows sustained electron reduction of the Fe sites site far beyond 7.3 microseconds. Furthermore, the different lifetime components may be associated with the probability of the electron-hole recombination, depending on the position of the Fe site relative to the linker containing the hole. This exceptionally long lifetime indicates that excitation into the LCCT band of MIL-125-NH₂(Ti,Fe) promotes localization of an electron that remains on the Fe site, preventing charge recombination.

**Figure 5.10** Extended XTA Kinetics monitored at 7.123 keV of 1Fe/cluster doped MIL-125-NH₂
Table 5.3 Fitting Parameters for the XTA Kinetics monitored at 7.123 keV for MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti,Fe)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.023 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_1$</td>
<td>2 ± 0.2 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_2$</td>
<td>70 ± 20 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_3$</td>
<td>16 ± 1.1 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a novel Fe-doped Ti-based MOF, MIL-125-NH$_2$(Ti, Fe) was successfully synthesized and characterized. While previous studies have also claimed to dope MIL-125-NH$_2$ cluster with a heterometal$^{18, 20, 50}$, careful analysis of the true coordination and position of the metal site was not formerly completed. In turn, we performed XANES and EXAFS studies, to gain insight on the coordination environment of the heterometal. Fitting of the EXAFS using a modified MIL-125-NH$_2$ structure confirmed that the coordination environment of the iron center is very similar to that of the Ti sites in the parent framework, with the exception of distortion of the local bonds surrounding the dopant. Given these results, we were able to reasonably conclude that the Fe metal was incorporated into the Ti-oxo ring.

Beyond confirming the location of the Fe dopant into framework, we explored the participation of the Fe center in the LCCT excited state. While MIL-125-NH$_2$ has been previously reported to undergo a charge transfer event upon visible light irradiation$^{10}$, the electronic impact of a dopant on the LCCT state had not been investigated. The UV/VIS diffuse reflectance spectroscopy finding showed that the Fe-doped framework displays enhanced absorption in the visible region compared to the parent MIL-125-NH$_2$ MOF. To
untangle the nature of the underlying transitions in this broad absorption envelop, OTA studies suggest that the transient species corresponding to the hole on the linker has a longer lifetime in the Fe-doped MOF than that of the parent MIL-125-NH₂(Ti). However, due to the similarity, as well as, the broad and featureless nature of the TA spectrum found for both MOF samples, this excited state eludes definitive assignment. Therefore, we turned to the element specific technique, Fe K-edge XTA spectroscopy to provide evidence of participation of the Fe in the excited state. Transient changes in the XAS spectra indicate electron migration onto the Fe dopant. Monitoring the XTA kinetics confirmed the long-lived nature of the transient reduction. These results confirmed our hypothesis that the Fe dopant’s incorporation within the MOF cluster can serve as trap sites to promote long-live charge separated excited states.
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